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Gilberto Espinosa Prize 1997
Dr. Linda B. Hall and Dr. Don M. Coerver have been selected by the Editorial
Board as the recipients ofthe 1997 Gilbert EspinosaAward for the best article
of volume 72 oftheNew Mexico Historical Review. Hall and Coerver's article
"Woodrow Wilson, Public Opinion, and the Punitive Expedition: A Re-Assessment" appeared in the April 1997 issue.
Hall received her Ph.D. from Columbia University in Latin American'
history. She has published four books on the Mexican Revolution, two of
them co-authored with Don Coerver. Her interest in LatinAmerica stems from
her seven-year residence in Columbia during the 1960s. Currently, she is the
head of the Latin American history section and Director of Latin American
studies at the University ofNew Mexico.
Coerver received his Ph.D. from Tulane University in Latin American
history after serving in the U.S. Air Force. He has authored or co-authored six
books dealing with LatinAmerican history. Currently, he is a professor ofLatin
American History at Texas Christian University, and he is the president ofthe
Southwestern Council of Latin American Studies and a consultant to the U.S.
Department ofEducation 's International Programs.
Gilberto Espinosa, researcher, writer, well-known New Mexico lawyer and
strong supporter of New Mexico state history, served as a consultant to the
New Mexico Historical Review for many years. Following his death in 1983,
Mr. Espinosa's family and friends established the award in his honor. This is
the twelfth year for the award, which includes a $100 prize. Previous winners
include John O. Baxter, Michael C. Meyer, Robert M. Utley, Jake Spidle, Robert
A. Trennert, John P. Wilson, Martin Ridge, Richard E.Ahlborn, G. Emlen Hall,
Nancy Hanks, and Malcolm Ebright.
Subscriptions to the New Mexico Historical Review, a scholarly journal
affiliated with the University ofNew Mexico, are $26 a year, $50 for sponsors,
and $100 for patrons. For information on the journal, or to subscribe, write
New Mexico Historical Review, 1013 MesaVista Hall, University ofNew Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-1186, or call (505) 277-5839.

"G 100m Over Our Fair Land":
Socorro County During the Civil War
JERRY THOMPSON

Before and during the centennial celebration of the Civil War in the
early 1960s, a profusion of scholarship appeared on the war in New
Mexico Territory. As expected, several major studies concentrated on
the Confederate invasion of the territory. 1 Biographies have also appeared on the commanders of the two armies, Generals Edward Richard Sprigg Canby and Henry Hopkins Sibley, and on such diverse
warriors as the unfatiguable Federal Colonel Manuel Chaves, the courageous Captain Alexander McRae, and the flamboyant and unpredictable Captain James "Paddy" Graydon. 2 Confederates who have caught
the attention of historians include the heavy-drinking and heroic Colonel Tom Green and the Indian-hating Colonel John Robert Baylor. 3
Article topics range from describing everything from whether the retreating Federals from Fort Fillmore had whiskey in their canteens in
July 1861, as it was widely reported at the time, to exactly who guided
the "Pikes Peakers" in the destruction of the Rebel supply train in the
depths of Apache Canyon during the Battle ofGlorieta. 4 Other articles
have described different aspects of the battles of Valverde and Glorieta
and even the skirmish at Peralta. s A number of diaries, journals, and
memoirs from soldiers on -both sides also have appeared in print. 6 More
recently, a meticuously researched book that analyzes the Battle of
Valverde, hour by hour has appeared. 7 An equally impressive study of
the Confederacy's objectives in the Far West and General Sibley's failure to fulfill those ambitions has also been published. 8
Jerry Thompson, dean of the College of Arts and Humanities at Texas A&M International University at Laredo, is a prominent historian of the Civil War in the Southwest.
With fifteen books to his credit, he is also a leading authority on the history of the
Texas-Mexico border.
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Surprisingly, however, no one has examined the effects of the war
on the civilian population of the territory. Certainly no county in the
territory and few in the United States were as adversely affected by the
war as Socorro County and its small rock and adobe villages nestled
along the banks of the Rio Grande. 9 At the time of the war, Socorro
County stretched from the Colorado River in the west to the New
Mexico-Texas border in the east, and encompassed all of what is today
Catron County and parts of Sierra, Lincoln, Torrance, Guadalupe,
DeBaca, Chaves, Roosevelt and Lea counties, New Mexico, as well as
all of present day Gila County and parts of Apache, Navajo, Greenlee,
Coconino, Yavapai, Pinal, Maricopa, La Paz, and Yuma counties, Arizona.
Residents of Socorro County later recalled that "the memorable year
of 1861 let loose the dogs of war in New Mexico, and the fratricidal
contest soon ... cast its gloom over our fair land."lo The devastating
effects the war would have on the county were not readily evident in
the early fall of 1861, as men in the county left their farms and ranches
and took up arms. II Captain Jose Trujillo enrolled ninety-one men in a
militia company at Socorro in the early fall of 1861 and, along with
First Lieutenant Vivian Tafoya and Second Lieutenant Jose de la Cruz
Olguin, the captain marched his men downriver where they were mustered at the village ofValverdeY Captain Luis Tafoya, who doubled as
county sheriff, recruited another three-month militia company at
Sabinal, La Joya, and La Joyita, and marched the men to Fort Craig,
where the company was mustered in late November 1861. 13 Captain
Calletano Tafoya, with the help of Pablo Padilla and Jose Antonio Luna,
was able to raise a seventy-nine man militia company at Socorro. 14 At
the same time, Captain Dionisio Jaramillo recruited another three-month
militia company of eighty-eight men at Socorro. IS Upriver at La Joya,
Captain Juan Carrillo gathered sixty-three men. 16 A mounted militia
company commanded by Captain Juan Armijo was organized at Socorro
in late December 1861 and early January 1862. 17 On 19 January 1862,
Armijo's forty-nine-man company, with Juan Gutierrez as first lieutenant and Matias Contreras as second lieutenant, pursued a raiding band
of Navajos westward into the snow-capped Magdalena Mountains where
a vicious fight ensued. One soldier, Samuel Sais, was killed in the fight
while a second recruit, Juan Torres, suffered serious wounds. Four mules
and three horses were also 10St.I 8
Other prominent Socorro County residents, almost all of whom were
Hispanic, also took up arms for the Union. They included thirty-yearold Luis M. Baca, a well-to-do sheep and cattle rancher and merchant
from Lemitar, who was commissioned a major in the Third Regiment
of the Territorial Militia, and Robert H. Stapleton, a thirty-year-old
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At about 8 p.m. on 24 February 1861, the Confederate Army of New Mexico fired a
shot that "passed over [San Miguel Church] and fell a short distance beyond." At 2
a.m: the following morning, Colonel Nicolas Pino of the Territorial Militia surrendered the town. At the time the community of Socorro had a population of 493. Photograph by George C. Bennett. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, negative no.
151683. Ca. 1882.

Irish-born merchant and farmer from Valverde, who became a colonel
in the territorial militia.
Undeniably, the best-known recruits from Socorro County were in
a cavalry company recruited ~t Lemitar by Captain Graydon, a daring
and egotistical Irish immigrant and seasoned veteran of the First Dragoons, who had received a commission in the New Mexico Volunteers.
At the county seat of Lemitar, population 780, eighty-four men joined
the charismatic, Spanish-speaking Graydon in what was called an Independent Spy Company that was to act as Colonel Canby's eyes and
ears. 19 Most of the recruits were small farmers and laborers in their late
twenties and thirties-somewhat older than other Civil War recruits. 20
The men agreed to furnish their own horses and equipment, in return
for only forty cents a day. Officers in the comp·any included First Lieutenant Felipe Gonzales and Second Lieutenant Juan Arroyo.2\ From
Lemitar, Graydon led his men downriver through Socorro to Fort Craig
where their horses, mules, and equipment were appraised and the men
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mustered on 19 October 1861. 22 From Fort Craig, Graydon's spy company traveled some thirty-five miles downriver to to the village of San
Ignacio de Alamosa where the men, although poorly armed and
equipped, patrolled the area along the Rio Grande and the deadly and
barren Jornada del Muerto. 23
To obtain more precise· information on the Rebel Army in the
Mesilla Valley, Graydon, in early December 1861, sent Lieutenant Arroyo,accompanied by Corporal Domingo Garcia, into the lower valley
to spy on the Texans. 24 Two weeks later, Graydon rode south himself,
where on the morning of 22 December 1861 he sat on a hill at Hart's
Mill near Franklin and watched through a spyglass as 900 Texans, who
had just arrived from San Antonio, calmly rode upriver. 25
Two months later on 21 February 1862, the largest battle ever fought
in New Mexico took place at Valverde, a ford on the Rio Grande some
five miles upriver from Fort Craig. After nine hours of bloody, often
hand-to-hand fighting, General Sibley's Texans swept the Federals from
the field. 26 Although most of the Socorro County militia had been mustered out prior to the battle, Graydon's Independent Spy Company
gained a reputation for bravery at Valverde that was unequalled.
Three days after the Valverde bloodletting, advance units of the
Rebel army under Colonel Henry C. McNeill appeared on the cactusstudded mesa southwest of Socorro. Three hundred of Colonel Nicolas
Pino's Second Territorial Militia defended the townY Learning of the
Texans' approach, Colonel Pi no ordered two companies into position
behind some adobe walls south of the village, little more than 100 yards
from the advancing Rebel pickets. After a brief exchange of gunfire,
the Rebel skirmishers retreated to their main camp. At the same time,
Pino learned, a small Rebel force overtook a sec<:>nd position north of
the vi lIage on the road leading upriver. 28 Local residents later recalled
how the Texans, at about 8 p.m. on 24 February 1862, fired a shot that
"passed over [San Miguel Church] and fell a short distance beyond."29
Although he feared an attack, Pino hoped he could hold Socorro until
much of the property in the villages upriver could be removed or destroyed, thus preventing the Confederates from using these resources.
Many of his militia, however, fearful of an artillery barrage, began to
desert. At the same time, Major Charles Emil Wesche of the First New
Mexico Militia raced about Socorro urging the poorly trained and outmanned militia, as well as several civilians, to take up arms in "defense
of their government and their homes."3o Fifty-five-year-old Pedro Baca,
a wealthy merchant, flatly refused, telling Wesche that "the United States
Government was a curse to the territory, and if the Texans take and
keep possession of New Mexico, the change would only be for the better."3l
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As Wesche dispatched a courier upriver for reinforcements, Colonel Pino continued to stall, even though Rebel pickets were approaching the outskirts of the village. In the cold winter darkness, Rebel
Lieutenant William Simmons rode into the village under a flag of truce
and asked to meet with Colonel Pino. Pino told the lieutenant that "in
order not to expose the live[s] of innocent women and children, he was
willing to meet Colonel McNeill the next morning in the open field
south of Socorro. "32 Sti II threatening to attack the village but hoping to
intimidate the militia into surrendering, Colonel McNeill invited Colonel Pino to visit his camp on the mesa south of town. Pino, accompanied by Major Wesche, rode along the Rebel lines for several minutes
and was able to estimate, even in the darkness, that his small army was
outnumbered at least six to one. Thus, at 2 a.m. on the morning of 25
February 1862, after he assessed his situation as hopeless, Pino agreed
to surrender. Eight hours later about 150 men, or what was left of the
militia, came forth to take the oath of neutrality and be paroled. In their
capitulation, the militia gave up not only their arms but their horses
and mules as wel!.33
In the days following Pino's surrender, the militia members returned
to their homes and townspeople watched with curiosity as the bulk of
the ragged and hungry Rebel army, many of them little older than boys,
poured into Socorro. The Texans also brought their wounded from
Valverde to a makeshift hospital established in the Jaramillo residence
on the plaza. 34 "[P]assed through the little town of Socorro where we
left the wounded of the 1st and 2nd Regs, 123 in number ... Peach
trees in bloom," Private Harold J. Hunter of the Confederate Army of
New Mexico wrote. 35 Many of the badly wounded Rebels were carried
in litters made from tents and borne by four to six men. 36 The wounded
included several men who had been in the suicidal lancer charge at
Valverde. Lying critically ill and realizing that he was unlikely to recover, Captain Willis L. Lang, who had led the charge, was said to have
"ordered his colored servant to hand him his pistol ... and with this
weapon he ended his suffering and his life."37 Lieutenant Demetrius M.
Bass, Lang's second-in-command, who was wounded seven times in
the lancer charge, also died in the hospital at Socorro.
In addition to the hospital on the plaza, a second hospital, consisting
of five conical Sibley tents set up in the backyard of an adobe house,
was established some three miles upriver for the wounded of the Seventh Regiment-some twenty-two in number. As was the case with the
hospital on the plaza, little food was available. Since a supply train
carrying much of the Texans' medicines had been destroyed at Valverde,
medicine was also scarce. Orderlies and the convalescents subsisted
primarily on bread, coffee, and occasionally mutton. On 4 March 1862,
one of the Rebels at the makeshift hospital recorded that the Federals
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had arrived in town and brought wood, medicine, and books. 38 Four
weeks later the same soldier wrote that the Federals "were up last night
pressing all the mules in the place to take to the front."39
Five weeks after occupying Socorro, Confederate hopes for an empire in the southwest suffered a crushing blow. High in the conifercrowned Sangre de Cristo Mountains at Pigeon's Ranch near Glorieta
Pass, hastily-recruited Colorado Volunteers, called "Pikes Peakers" by
the Rebels, fought a vicious hand-to-hand battle reminiscent of
Valverde, then grudgingly fell back before the Rebel advance, while a
smaller force destroyed the Texans' supply train in Apache Canyon to
the Rebels' rear. 40 After evacuation of Santa Fe and skirmishes at Albuquerque and Peralta, the fatigued and demoralized Rebels began a
tortuous retreat back to the Mesilla Valley. In their retreat, the increasingly desperate and starving Texans stripped the Rio Grande Valley
bare of foodstuffs and animals. Leaving behind mass graves and most
of their sick and wounded, the Texans hoped to avoid a confrontation
at or near Fort Craig. They left the central valley near the mouth of the
Rio Puerco before reaching Socorro and then limped back through the
foothills of the Magdalena and San Mateo mountains to the safety of
the Mesilla Valley.
In late April 1862, Captain Graydon retraced the Rebels' mountainous retreat from south to north. Leaving the Rio Grande just below
Canada Alamosa, where the Texans had 're-entered the valley, Graydon
found a trail of destruction and evidence of acute suffering. "Three dead
bodies half buried" were found in one spot and the "bones of a man's
arm, half eaten by wolves" in another. 41 At yet another location, the
Texans had blown up a caisson, burned three wagons, and destroyed a
large supply of hospital gear. Near the Rio Salado, about thirty miles
northeast of present-day Magdalena, the Rebels had blown up another
"six caissons, burned three wagons, one 12-pounder howitzer, and two
mountain howitzer carriages."42 Graydon also discovered the spot where
the Confederates had buried seventy-eight shells. He ordered these unearthed and reburied in a, different location. In all, the desperate Texans destroyed nineteen wagons, .ten ambulances, six caissons, and three
carriages. 43 Although citizens from Socorro County had carried off much
of the abandoned equipment, the entire trail was "strewn with old
harness[es], iron ovens, in fact everything but small ammunition."44 The
bloated carcasses of sixty to seventy dead mules and horses also lay
along the isolated trail.
The Confederate occupation of the territory was only one of several factors that contributed to the suffering that followed in Socorro
County. As the Confederates tramped south in the early spring of 1862,
the Rio Grande, fed by an unusually heavy snowpack in the northern
mountains, spilled over its banks, inundating newly-planted corn and
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Many of the wounded Texans of the Confederate Army of New Mexico were carried
in litters to Socorro where two hospitals were established. Courtesy Museum of New
Mexico, Santa Fe, negative no. 14808. Ca. 1880-1882.

wheat fields, peach orchards, vineyards, and destroying acequias. The
flooding became especially destructive in Socorro and Dona Ana counties where the Rio Grande became a raging torrent more than a mile
wide. 45
Indian attacks also contributed to the growing hunger in the county.
Although long accustomed to such raids, citizens of Socorro County
watched in 1862 and again in 1863 as bands of Navajos from the northwest, Mimbreno Apaches from the southwest, and Mescalero Apaches
from the southeast struck into the Rio Grande Valley with unprecedented
fury and daring. Even while the Confederate sick and wounded were in
Socorro, one soldier recorded that the Navajos struck north of the village, killing a herder. 46 In August 1862, Major Arthur Morrison of the
New Mexico Volunteers, stationed at Polvadera, reported that Navajos
had slipped into the valley and stolen fifteen head of cattle belonging
to the army.47 Additionally, Morrison reported that "government trains
passing up and down this route commit depredations on private citizens in turning cattle into their fields and destroying their crops or only
subsistence, maltreating animals, occasionally killing one without necessity."48 At the same time, Thomas Logan, a thirty-six-year-old Irishborn blacksmith who owned a mill on the western edge of Socorro,
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heard shots and rode out to investigate, then was ambushed by Navajo
warriors and "instantly killed."49 In fact, "a large number of citizens ..
. lost their lives within sight of their homes," residents recalled. 50 One
band of Indians, probably also Navajo, actually entered the town and
drove off 200 work oxen from a corral owned by Manuel Abeyta. Local
citizens followed the trail of the oxen to Bear Canyon, a giant chasm
west of town, where all the animals were found hamstrung-the "poor
beasts were unable to stand erect. "51 After the Indians left the area, citizens killed the animals and returned to town with as much meat as possible.
On 6 February 1863, several county officials wrote to General James
Carleton, the newly-appointed Federal commander of the Department
of New Mexico, complaining that in less than two months more than
400 Indians had driven off hundreds of mules, cattle, and sheep. Fearing further attacks, the petitioners continued, citizens were reluctant to
leave their homes. 52 An army officer stationed at Lemitar reported that
"the Indians ... are prowling about every Plaza in my District, and that
it is not safe one mile away from any Plaza. For my own part I have to
employ men to escort me from one plaza to another, so as to enable me
to perform my duties for ... the Government. "53
On 4 March 1863, farmer-merchant Luis Baca, now also probate
judge for Socorro County, reported that Indians had driven off 2,000
head of sheep from the county. With nineteen men, Baca had followed
a band of Apaches southeast into the arid Sierra Oscuras where he overtook the Indians, killed three raiders and wounded several others, recovered the sheep, and took the Indians' saddles and blankets. Baca
estimated that in one week in late February and early March 1863, Indians took 310 head of horses and cattle from the county, worth as much
as $15,000. Further pursuit of the Indians would be impossible, Baca
reported. His horses were "so worn out in this last chase as to be totally
unfit for the service."54 Raids were becoming more frequent, he added,
and were causing "the suf[fJering of our Citizens [to] increase in proportion."55 Several months later, Baca again wrote from Lemitar to
General Carleton. He said that a party of sixty-one Navajos had struck
just below La Joya and confiscated 1,907 head of sheep. Another band
of 100 raiders was said to be in the vicinity of Socorro. "The fear in
which the unfortunate people of this country" have to endure, Baca
wrote, would hopefully require the army's "assistance to al[l]eviate their
sufferings. "56
To combat the Indian raids, militia companies were raised in Socorro
County, and some of these were commanded by the same men, usually
village patrones, who were active at the time of the Confederate invasion. In December 1863, Trujillo recruited a militia company in San
Antonio, while Captain Candeiario Garcia recruited another militia com-
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pany of forty-nine men at Socorro. 57 They served until September 1864.
At Socorro, Calletano Tafoya raised another company that also served
from December 1863 until September 1864. 58 Trujillo raised ninetyfour men and officers at San Antonio in December 1863 who remained
active until October 1864. 59 At Alamosita, Antonio Jose Garcia signed
sixty-eight men into yet another militia company.60 This well-organized
Socorro County Militia eventually came under the command of General Stanislaus Montoya and Colonel Stapleton. 61 At the same time that
the militia was being organized, elements of the 1,800-man California
Column, stationed at Fort Craig, took an active role in pursuing the
raiding parties responsible for terrorizing the county.62
Despite the increased presence of the army, which stationed men
all along the river, it was evident by March 1863 that the county was
facing a "most alarming state of destitution. "63 Johannes Augustus
Truchard, parish priest at San Miguel Church in Socorro, and Judge J.
A. Baca y Perea, the new county probate judge, convened a meeting of
justices of the peace from Socorro, Lemitar, Polvadera, La Joyita, San
Antonio, Paraje, and San Ignacio de Alamosa. They wrote the hardnosed General Carleton pleading for assistance. There is "a new enemy
which has invaded the County of Socorro, more threatening than the
Texan invasion ... It is Hunger," read the appeal. "The greater portion
of the families of this County, are in the most alarming state of destitution." The cause "of this calamity is the inundation of the Rio Grande
and the incessant depredations of the Indians."64 The effects of the 1862
flood were compounded further by even worse flooding in the spring
of 1863 that "destroyed nearly the entire crops of many of the towns by
the extraordinary rise in the river which submerged the crops and destroyed the acequias. "65
Due to the Indian raids, many of the citizens of the county were
"left without animals ... and the few animals remaining are in a state
of starvation." According to the petition, "persons who a few years since
owned from 40 to 50 yoke of oxen are now compelled to bring their
wood on burros and to plant their corn with a poor mule or a most
wretched horse." Moreover, "wheat cannot be had ... corn is not to be
had or found any where [sic]. Money and the means of procuring it are
wanting and this deplorable state of things will continue for the ensuing three months." The justices asked Carleton to deposit grain in the
towns of Socorro and Lemitar for the hungry and, asked for donations
from "the generous citizens of the Territory. "66
Seventy-four men who had served under Captain Graydon during
the Confederate invasion echoed the pleas of the county officials when
in desperation they wrote Carleton from Lemitar on 29 March 1863.
The men, still unpaid for their military service, blamed their hopeless
condition on not being able to plant their crops in the spring of 1862
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During the Civil War, citizens of Socorro and other small communities in the county
suffered through a series of floods and Indian raids that caused unprecedented hunger
and deprivation. Photograph by George C. Bennett. Courtesy Museum of New Mexico,
Santa Fe, negative no. 1-4807. Ca. 1880-1882.

due to the war. They needed money for the "most urgent wants of our
families, whose necessities are so considerable., under the circumstances
in which the county finds itself, so scarce are the necessaries of life."67
In May 1863, after riding through the county, Captain A. F. Garrison, commissary chief, told the Albuquerque Rio Abajo Weekly Press
that downriver from La Joya in Socorro County, the people were "in
the extreme of destitution." Dona Ana County was bad, too·, but according to Garrison Socorro was the worst. 68 Many citizens, unable to
find work and food for their families, fled to Mexico. To further intensify matters,crops that survived the spring flood subsequently were
devoured by an epidemic of locusts. To county residents the insects
looked as large as doves. They would long remember the "Year of the
Little Doves" as a time when everything in the county disappeared. In
addition, the shortage of foodstuffs in the county caused runaway inflation that made basic essentials unobtainable. A barrel of flour, for
example, was said to have sold for forty dollars. 69
Fearing a second Rebel invasion, Lieutenant 1. W. Hatton of the
California Column rode upriver from Fort Craig in March 1863 in an
attempt to enlist laborers to construct earthen fortifications at the post.
Except for a handful of men from Sabinal and La Joya, he found few
who were willing to leave their increasingly desperate families. Hatton
reported that in many of the villages "people are very poor and not a
few of them in a state of destitution truly deplorable."70 The best ac-
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Socorro County, New Mexico Territory
1860
Village

Male

Fern ale

To fa I

Sabinal

265

303

568

EIRancho del Sabinal

15

33

48

Fra Cristobal

I 10

86

196

La J,:, Y i ta de Valencia

125

I 26

251

Fort S tan ton

109

14

123

EI Pueblito de I a Parida

10

14

24

Ranchitos del Sabinal

110

125

235

Ranchitos de La Joya

3I2

318

630

Rio Bon ito

171

104

275

San 19nacio de Alamosa

17 I

154

325

Fort Craig

60

44

104

La Veg ita

9

9

I 8

TOTAL

1,467

1.330

2,797

To tal Co u n ty Population

5,725

Data compiled by Jerry Thompson.

count of the famine in Socorro County is in an April 1863 census of the
military district that also included the county. It was compiled by Captain Hugh L Hinds, commander of Company G, Fifth California Infantry at Fort Craig. Hinds detailed the "acres of ground sown with wheat
and planted with corn, beans, onions, potatoes, or other seeds," as well
as "the number of mills, mules, horses, cattle, Sheep, goats ... and the
number of each of the animals ... stolen during the past year. "7\
Riding upriver with a small escort, Captain Hinds stopped first at
Valverde. There he enumerated sixteen citizens, one of whom was a
wounded Scotsman who reported "that he was a soldier in the Confederate Army at the time of the Battle of Valverde." Upriver at San Antonio; Hinds found thirty-eight citizens "indolent and in a starving
condition." At the village, the captain reported few animals and little
land in cultivation. Over "6,900 sheep and goats, and 100 head of cattle
[ had been] stolen by the Navajo Indians in the past year," the villagers
reported. What little grain that would be produced would be required
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for the consumption of the people. The "poor and indolent, have neither seed or money," Hinds concluded. 72
At Luis Lopez, the 185 individuals enumerated were all "suffering
for food." Upriver at Socorro, the alcalde told Hinds that raiding Navajos had driven off 1,078 head of sheep and 343 head of cattle. At
Socorro there were two flour mills capable of grinding 4,000 pounds of
flour in twenty-four hours, but neither one was in operation. Some of
the citizens were working in the gold, silver, and lead mines in the
mountains to the west as well as a coal mine in the mountains to the
southeast. In the village there were "eight fine gardens" and a "small
crop of fruit," the captain recorded. At Escondida, a few miles upriver
from Socorro, Indians had killed three citizens and driven off 300 head
of cattle; only a few animals remained. At Lemitar, which had a population of779 three years earlier, Hinds counted only 632 citizens. There
the Navajos had killed two residents and stolen 324 cattle, 600 sheep,
and 20 horses. The town contained five mills capable of grinding flour
and the nearby fields potentially would produce 400 bushels of grain.
At Polvadera, however, Hinds found no crops under cultivation, "little
stock of any kind," and the "majority of the people ... suffering for the
want of food."?3
Upriver at Sabinal, an uncounted number of houses were found
vacated. Those remaining had planted a few gardens, but, fearing another flood, they were more concerned with constructing a levy. Across
the river at La Joya, the alcalde complained that forty to fifty of the
men begging for bread in the village were from downriver. At La Joyita
there was not "more than one half of the land sown to sow or planted
with grain for the want of cattle to plow or seed." Hinds recorded that
there was a mill in the village, but declared it worthless, noting that
"the inhabitants are in a starving condition." Downriver at El Sabino,
he continued, "the people are poor, indolent and have but little stock."
At the village of La Parida the citizens had allowed "the ditch water to
fill with sand; have not sowed grain for the want of water to irrigate the
land. Their principal food is eggs and goats milk." At EI Tajo, across
the river from Socorro, where there had been 128 citizens in 1860, only
thirty-four remained. Most of the villagers had left in search of "something to subsist on." At EI Bosquecito only thirty-three citizens were
counted where three years earlier there had been ninety-five. Further
downriver at San Pedro,_ Hinds found the same situation. From an 1860
population of 224, only 165 citizens remained in 1863. "The inhabitants subsisted on the milk of the sheep and goats," wrote Hinds. A number of citizens were reported absent because they were hunting for food.
In all, Hinds counted some 3,636 citizens in Socorro County. In conclusion he wrote: "The population of this district, until the past year,
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Socorro County
Population Comparison of Select Communities

Village

1860

1863

La Joyeta [Hoyetal'

249

292

El Tajo [Pacco]'

128

34

El Pueblo de la Parida [Lapareda]'

57

49

San Antonio

99

104

224

165

San Pedro

EI Bosquecito [Baskaceta]'
Lem itar
Escondida

Luis Lopez
Valverde

95
779

68
206
90

La Polvadera de San Lorenzo

497

EI Sabino

33
632
43

185
15

462

110

109

Sabinal and Ranchos de Sabinal

608

649

Socorro and Rincon de Socorro

582

489

La Joya and Ranchos de La Joya

866

521

Las Nutrias

17

45

La Parida [Loparedal*

45

49

TOTAL

4,720

3,876

*Captain Hugh L. Hinds (April 1863)

Based on data compiled by Jerry Thomspon.

was much larger than at the present. In every town there are many houses
locked up and their owner having left in search of food,"74
An analysis of the Burial Book for San Miguel Parish in Socorro
suggests that the reduction in population was not a result of an increased
mortality rate. From 1861 through 1864, deaths dramatically decreased.
The Parish recorded 158 deaths in 1861, seventy-two in 1862, and sixtythree in 1863-at the height of the suffering. The number of deaths
declined to sixteen in 1864 as the famine had subsided. 75 The decrease
in deaths from 1862 to 1863 may be attributed, however, to the large
number of citizens who had fled the county. Few citizens had actually
died of starvation in Socorro County.
While the suffering continued, however, local political feuds complicated relief efforts. Following a hotly contested territorial election
on 13 September 1863, it was revealed that the poll books and ballot
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boxes in the county had been burned during the night while in the hands
of the clerk of the probate court. Furious, Governor Henry Connelly
demanded a thorough investigation and asked General Carleton for the
assistance of the military.76 Under orders from the governor, C. P.
Clever, the attor~ey general of the territory and prominent Santa Fe
attorney, arrived in Lemitar on 23 September 1863, and found the county
in turmoil. 77 With political factions threatening violence, Clever immediately wrote Colonel Edward Rigg, commanding at Fort Craig, for assistance in making arrests. Since the county had no jail, all those arrested
were to be taken under military escort to Fort Craig. A day later, Clever
sent an even more urgent message to Rigg. 78 Diego Archuleta, a leading territorial official, arrived at Socorro for the trial of the clerk of the
probate court causing Clever to believe that individuals were preparing
"to interfere by force to prevent the trial." He added, "it is important to
send troops at once. "79
On 1 October 1863, First Lieutenant William A. Thompson, who
was sent to Socorro, reported that the alcalde of EI Tajo, across the
river from Socorro, had accused the alcalde of Socorro of assault and
battery and had issued a warrant for his arrest. Moreover, the El Tajo
alcalde, who was charged by the military with helping to burn the poll
books and ballot boxes, had organized a crowd of armed men and threatened to take the Socorro alcalde by force. 8o Thompson bluntly accused
the El Tajo alcalde of "trying to excite the people of his town against
the law" and that he did not have authority to make such an arrest. 81
Thompson was convinced "that a few days labor under the charge of
the guard would have a beneficial effect on some if not on all," and
asked permission to arrest "disorderly citizens. "82 When the El Tajo
alcalde carried out his threat to march on Socorro, Thompson had him
confined. Although the outcome of the political confrontation in the
county is unknown, A. Romero, justice of the peace in Socorro, reported later that several parties had been arrested by the military and
that their trials were underway.83
In the spring of 1863, as the suffering in Socorro County intensified, the call for assistance finally was answered. In late May, General
Carleton ordered 5,000 pounds of flour from Fort Craig sent to Socorro
and given to Father Truchard for distribution to the hungry.84 In the
territorial capital, the Santa Fe Weekly Gazette printed the priest'sdramatic plea for help. Within a short time, the people of Santa Fe contributed 102 dollars, most in one and two dollar contributions. 85 Leading
citizens of Taos, Arroyo Seco, Placitas, Cordova, and Espinola, led by
the old frontiersman and settler Cerain St. Vrain, were even more generous. They came forth with contribution of 356 dollars. 86 Several
farmers in the northern part of the territory agreed to donate 141 fanegas
of wheat for the hungry, if the army could transport it to Socorro. 87 In
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Tombstone of Gumesindo Benavides, Lemitar, New Mexico.
Graves of soldiers who served in the New Mexico Volunteers
dot the small cemeteries of Socorro County. Photograph by Jerry
W. Thompson, Jr.

Albuquerque, the Franz Huning family donated twenty-five dollars for
the "poor of Socorro County. "88 Captain William Henry Lewis, commanding the post at Albuquerque, helped to raise money as did Juan
Cristobal Armijo of Los Ranchos and Juan Perea of Bernalillo. Samuel
B. Watrous, a leading citizen of the territory, gave twenty-five dollars.
Men in the 1st California Cavalry stationed at Franklin, Texas, raised
ten dollars. Citizens, officers, and soldiers at Fort Union contributed
122 dollars. Residents at Maxwell's Ranch were able to raise thirtyfive dollars. The biggest contributions, however, came from Fort
Wingate, where Colonel Francisco Chavez and the officers and men of
the First New Mexico Cavalry raised 1,131 dollars. 89 By 16 June 1863,
2,408 dollars had been raised to relieve the suffering of the citizens of
Socorro County. In August, the army also purchased 994 sheep from
Juan Perea at Bernalillo and drove the animals downriver for distribution "among'st the poor of Socorro County."90
Despite relief efforts, citizens of Socorro County continued to suffer well into 1864, and as late as the summer of 1865 the army continued to distribute foodstuffs and bean seeds for planting to the inhabitants
of Socorro and Lemitar. 91 Gradually, however, after General Carleton's
ruthless suppression of the Navajos and Mescaleros, conditions in the
county improved. 92 Yet it would be a long time before the citizens who
lived through the Civil War could forget what the county had endured.
Far from the bloodied fields of Gettysburg and the halls of Congress,
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the Civil War had been a time of great suffering and depredation in an
almost forgotten county in distant New Mexico Territory, some 1,700
miles west of Richmond and Washington.
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Convento Kivas in the Missions of New
Mexico
JAMES E. IVEY

There are a number of peculiar structures in the pre-Revolt missions of
New Mexico that await an explanation. Perhaps the least understood of
these are the kivas located in the conventos of the missions of Salinas
Pueblo Missions National Monument and at Pecos National Historical
Park. I In 1988, I hypothesized that the convento kivas of the Salinas
missions were built with the approval of the Franciscans to serve as
chapels and religious training rooms. 2 Evidence since then suggests that
these "Christian kivas" are a province-wide phenomenon. The
Franciscans employed these structures during the period from about
1610 to perhaps 1645 at many of the missions established during that
time. As part of the transition to being Catholic members of Spanish
society, the kivas may have been places of education and training in
basic Christianity for the leading men of the pueblo and were probably
built by the Indians under Franciscan supervision. 3 The convento kiva
seems to be part of a centuries-old New World Franciscan tendency to
use creative architectural provisions for religious and cultural training
of the local population. Farther south, in the sixteenth century, the clerics
used the Franciscan mosque, and the atria and open chapel for these
purposes. Fom the conquest of Mexico to the entrada of New Mexico,
these structures served as useful conversion architecture in the sixteenth
century. Once in New Mexico, the Franciscans appeared to have continued their tradition of architectural experimentation with structures
other than churches.
Religious training of the Indians was a top priority in the first years
of a new mission, and it was to be an important function of complete
conventos. In Mexico, mass conversions and the training of large groups
James E. Ivey is a historian with the National Park Service in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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of people was the rule; in New Mexico, only a few important, influential members of Pueblo society were instructed at first and probably
with great caution. In fact, Fray Estevan de Perea stated ca. 1629 that
the first efforts of conversion in a new pueblo were usually directed at
the "principal caciques and captains of the pueblo."4 The convento kivas
perhaps were places of instruction in basic Christianity. These structures contained catechismal rooms for the conversion and training of
only influential persons, with no more connection to the katchina cults
than the Franciscan "mosques" of the sixteenth century. I propose that
the convento kivas were the schoolrooms referred to as a standard part
of a convento in virtually every description of Franciscan method in
New Mexico. Fray Alonso de Benavides, for example, says conventos
all have rooms "in which the Religious besides the teaching and indoctrination of our Holy Catholic Faith, teach [them] to sing, read and
write."s Constructed in the middle of the common space ofa Franciscan
con vento the kiva would serve as a familiar space wherein the children
and influential citizens of the local village could be taught the basics of
Christianity, the catechism, and Spanish culture.

Kivas and Franciscan Evangelical Architecture
In 1661, the Franciscans of New Mexico suppressed the Pueblo
katchina cult and eventually suppressed the kivas. 6 The attitude of
Franciscans toward kivas, however, would not necessarily have influenced the Franciscan decision to use a kiva-like space for some purpose in the convento. This practice would have been similar to the
process of structural adaptation that occurred in Spain during the Reconquest. While Moslems were forcefully converted or driven out of
Spain, their mosques were used as Christian churches. 7 In fact, the great
mosque of Cordoba today stands altered only slightly by the construction of the accoutrements of a Christian church in its center that converted i't into the Cathedral of Cordoba. 8 The use of the temples of a
conquered people to house the new religion is an old practice for Christianity. For example, on his way to Britain in 601 A.D. Pope Gregory
wrote to Abbott Mellitus:
" ...the temples of the idols among that people should on no
account be destroyed. The idols are to be destroyed, but the
temples themselves are to be aspersed with holy water, altars
set up in them, and relics deposited there. For if these temples
are well-built, they must be purified from the worship of demons and dedicated to the service of the true God. In this way,
we hope that the people, seeing that their temples are not destroyed, may abandon their error."9
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This is precisely what happened at the Great Mosque of Cordoba,
and the practice continued in the New World. For example, the Spanish
conquistadors celebrated the first mass in New Spain on top of a pyramid at Cozumel in 1519 and Hernan Cortes held a victory mass conducted atop the main pyramid of Tenochtitlan after its conquest in
1521. 10 However, most churches for the Indians of Mexico were adaptations of the spatial arrangements of these temples, while the temples
themselves were destroyed. Christian churches were frequently placed
on the sites of destroyed native temples; this practice has been called
"superposition." II
The first Christian church in Mexico City was San Jose de los Naturales, a school and chapel for the Indians of that area. Begun by
Franciscan Pedro de Gante about 1527, this chapel was a "simple
thatched portico" of one aisle. Such a style of church with one side
open was "probably widely repeated in the decade of the 1540s, when
provisional churches were needed in the many new Mendicant foundations."12 John McAndrew noted that this early version of San Jose was
"like some preconquest monuments," and suggested that "[t]he Indian
workmen could have approximated a familiar model with more speed
and dependability and less supervision than an exotic one, provided
that the friars did not think the finished work too evocatively heathen."13
Within a few years, San Jose was converted from its original portal
plan to something much more exotic. Through a series of remodelings,
the church was rebuilt and by the 1550s it replicated the plan and appearance of a mosque.1 4 This structure proved to have some popularity
among Franciscans who built similar structures at several other missions over the next three decades. Oddly, no examples are known from
other orders. In at least one case, at Toluca, the Franciscan mosque
served as a school like its original in Mexico City.
Only a few examples of the Franciscan mosque survive in any recognizable form, and yet it is likely that others await discovery and recognition. The earliest copy known so far is the schoolhouse at Franciscan
Asuncion de Nuestra Senora de Toluca, built about 1560. 15 At San Pedro
de Jilotepec, the plan of San Jose de los Naturales was replicated almost exactly, probably in the 1560s.1 6 A similar mosque-like plan was
used for the cap ilia real (the king's chapel) at Franciscan San Gabriel
de Cholula, built probably in the 1570s.1 7 Another example may have
been Franciscan Corpus Christi de Tlalnepantla, begun probably in the
late 1570s, where the structure of the porteria "suggests that a deep
open chapel, like Jilotepec, once occupied this area, being later absorbed
by conventual rooms."IS Another copy of uncertain date may have been
built at Concepcion de Nuestra Senora de Etzatlan. 19
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Why were the Franciscans building chapel/schools in the form of
mosques that were viewed as the greatest pagan threat to Christian
Spain? McAndrew considered that a mosque form was put into use for
some Franciscan missions as an open chapel or school because "[t]he
mosque was not held to be the house of God, like the church, but only
a gathering-place for prayer. .. and for readings from the Koran." The
mosque plan was generalized with with no distinction; it was a structure well-designed for contemplation and instruction. 20 This appears to
be an unsatisfactory answer because the Franciscans were considerably
more conservative than other orders, and for them to make use of a
"mosque" seems out of character. However, the evidence suggests that
it was not, for the Franciscans were clearly willing to experiment with
architecture throughout the colonial period in the New World, so long
as the structures were relatively simple and plain.
From the 1540s to the 1580s, the Franciscan "mosque" served the
same general range of purposes as the atrio and open chapel, more widely
used by Franciscan, Augustinian, and Dominican missionaries in the
same period. Although the principal use of the atrio and open chapel
was for a stage during the open-air mass, the atrio also served a number of other purposes, most important among them the Sunday and weekday classroom. 21 George Kubler has demonstrated that the earliest known
open chapel was the structure built at the Franciscan mission of San
Francisco de Tlaxcala from 1537-39. Kubler suggested that the atrio
and open chapel derived from the teocalli precinct, the Mexican pyramid with its chapel-like enclosure at the top (this was the teocalli proper,
where the principal episodes of Mexican religious ceremonies were
carried out) and the large walled court within which the pyramid stood.
At Tlaxcala, the open chapel "commanded the ramp leading from a lower
courtyard to the upper one ... the chapel, like a teocalli, stood at the
head of a considerable incline."22 McAndrew echoed this argument,
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Figure I: a. The Franciscan "mosque" of Cholula, Puebla, Mexico;
b. The Great Mosque of Cordoba, Spain.
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saying that "[c]ircumstantial evidence thus points to the teocalli court
as the true parent of the atrio."23 McAndrew added that the process of
instruction in the Christian faith in this familiar space ranged from
chatecism to mass. 24
Convento Kivas
In the context of Franciscan practice in the sixteenth century during the conversion of Mexico, the Franciscan's use of evangelical architecture continued northward. It comes as no surprise to find kiva-like
structures in the public areas of conventos in seventeenth-century New
Mexico. The first such structures recognized were found in the Salinas
missions, a well-preserved group in central New Mexico, near the town
of Mountainair. These missions were abandoned in the 1670s and never
reoccupied.
The kivas in the Salinas missions have stimulated considerable discussion and speculation since the first was found, probably by Reginald
Fisher, at Quarai in the Salinas area about May 1935. 25 Joseph Toulouse
located the kiva at Abo, also in the Salinas district, in mid-March 1939
and Alden Hayes found another at Pecos in July 1970. 26 These kivas
have been discussed in several landmark studies of the missions of New
Mexico. For example, in 1940 Kubler mentioned the Salinas kivas
briefly in The Religious Architecture ofNew MexicoY Ross Montgomery discussed the relationship between churches and kivas at length in
the excavation report on San Bernardo de Awatovi, published in 1949;
Hayes offered some alternative ideas in the Four Churches of Pecos in
1974, and John Kessell discussed them in Kiva, Cross, and Crown, published in 1979. 28 Rather than suggesting that these kivas were the New
Mexican equivalent of the atri%penchapel or the Franciscan mosque,
the historiography offers several other possible explanations for the
kivas found in direct association with the churches and conventos of
New Mexico.
The first discussions of the convento kivas found at the Salinas
missions presented two alternative suggestions for when and why these
kivas arrived in their respective conventos. First, the kivas were built
by the Indians before the arrival of the Spanish; the Franciscans subsequently placed the conventos carefully so as to enclose them, somewhat like the superposition of mission churches on the mounds of
destroyed temples frequently carried out in sixteenth-century Mexico.
Or second, the churches and conventos were built first, and the kivas
were built into these places by the Indians as a "reverse superposition"
during Franciscan absence from the mission or after its abandonment
in order to symbolically reclaim the land taken by the church and
convento.
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The first and earliest proposal-that convento kivas are the result
of "superposition"-explained these mysterious structures. The first
mention of a convento kiva was the anonymous report published in El
Palacio in 1936, probably by Ele Baker, describing the kiva found the
year before in the convento at Quarai. The news note immediately offered the idea of superposition, purporting that Quarai mission may
have been constructed on the site of a kiva. 29 In 1940 Kubler (the architect whose study of New Mexico missions is still the foremost structural evaluation of these buildings) maintained caution in his statements
about this relationship, and hesitated to call the structures kivas. He
echoed the explanation given in El Palacio, saying that each was a "preSpanish underground ceremonial chamber preserved by the friars to illustrate the victory of the Church over pagan customs. "30 In 1949,
Montgomery, who worked on the Awatovi excavations, took these suggestions and reworked them into an explicit "Theory of Superposition"
to explain the presence of kivas under or within religious buildings in
New MexicoY Montgomery argued this hypothesis without reservation, and constructed an entire theological metaphor of symbolic Christian dominance that the Franciscans, in his opinion, clearly intended to
express by such an action. In the course of his discussion, Montgomery
indicated that placing the convento patio so that it was centered on a
kiva was only one possible expression of this metaphor. He implied
that the mission was placed with the sanctuary of the church located
over the kiva, demonstrating Christian dominance. 32
The second suggestion, that convento kivas were the result of "reverse superposition," applies only in the case of kivas in the open air of
the convento.Clearly, kivas under major structures such as altars or
building walls could not have originated in this way. Toulouse (who
excavated the mission at Ab6), Dan Murphy (the archeologist at Gran
Quivira in the 1970s), and Hayes (who found the kiva in the Pecos
convento), all favored this alternative to explain these kivas.J3 There
was an obvious problem with such an idea. If the convento was still in
use by the Franciscans, "it seems unlikely," as Hayes put it, "that the
missionary would countenance building a kiva while he was in residence-particularly in that location" in the convento patio. 34 Hayes suggested that the way around this problem was timing: the Salinas kivas
"may have been built during a temporary hiatus in missionary efforts
during the 1600s."35 Murphy added that such an act on the part of the
Indians "would give the priest apoplexy upon hisreturn!"36 Hayes considered the Pecos kiva to be an example of superposition after the
Franciscans abandoned the site: The kivas was built from black bricks
salvaged from the church of Pecos during the Revolt. Hayes added that
since the Franciscans and Indians had completely abandoned Ab6 and
Quarai from 1672-76, then the post-abandonment superposition sce-
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nario would not apply at these two missions, unless there was a reoccupation of the pueblo by the Indians sometime after 1676. 37 Neither
archaeology or historical research has suggested such a reoccupation.
Given the conditions generally thought to exist in New Mexico in
the seventeenth century, these historical interpretations give the general impression that they are the only reasonable explanations. No one,
however, reviewed the historical record to determine the Franciscan
attitude toward kivas in the seventeenth century, or to clarify when and
by whom superpositions might have occurred. A basic archaeological
fact was used to indicate the. relative sequence of events. The church
over the kiva meant the church was superimposed on the kiva, or the
church bricks in the kiva meant the kiva was superimposed on the
convento. No evidence other than simple juxtaposition has ever been
offered to bolster the two "superposition" alternatives; in spite of this,
the idea of "superposition" has been accepted as the explanation for
these kivas, and has never been questioned in print.
A detailed examination of the scanf historical record and of the
physical evidence produced by the excavations of these missions finds
no significant support for either of the two alternatives. Another explanation is that the Franciscans did countenance the kivas in their
conventos, and indeed, encouraged them. This hypothesis is supported
by archaeological data from the known kivas found in and under
Franciscan buildings, by the available historical documents, and by
Franciscan practice in Mexico prior to the entrada of New Mexico.

Franciscan Methods in New Mexico
The available historical records make it clear that the Franciscans
usually arrived at a new pueblo as petitioners for the favor of the authorities of the pueblo, and could not simply impose a sort of ecclesiastical martial law on the town. Documents suggest that the first permanent
occupying forces, usually Franciscans with perhaps a small military
escort, entered a pueblo with a considerable amount of caution. 38 For
example, the Franciscan missionaries sent to Hawikuh purchased pueblo
rooms to use as their first quarters. The mission to Hawikuh arrived in
late July 1629, and within a few days a house was purchased and used
to hold mass. 39 The missionaries began the usual process of political
and religious maneuvering necessary to arrange for a tract of land in
the pueblo where the permanent church and convento might be built.
Even with such caution, within three years, Fray Francisco Letrado
pushed the inhabitants of Hawikuh past their limits by attempting to
force them to go to mass on one of the feast days. They rebelled against
the Franciscans, killed one, and destroyed the church under construction. 40 The missionaries did not return to Hawikuh until more than ten
years later. 41
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The archaeological data from the Salinas pueblos supports the methodical approach on the part of the Franciscans. Hayes, who excavated
Mound 7 at Las Humanas from 1965-67, discussed the Franciscan presence in the pueblo in his report. Hayes found the convento built into
the pueblo rooms at the west end of Mound 7, and he suggested that the
Franciscans had used a process similar to that at Hawikuh. 42 Excavation uncovered what appears to have been a set of Franciscan rooms at
the northeast corner of the northern-most room block of the historical
pueblo at Abo, near the permanent church. 43 At Quarai, no such archaeological investigations have been conducted, but the physical traces of a
similar structure can be seen at the southeast corner of the historical
pueblo, near the permanent church. 44 Nels Nelson excavated at the
Galisteo pueblos, and found similar rooms near the temporary church
at San Lazaro. 45 At Pecos, the archaeological evidence reveals a more
complicated story, but demonstrates Franciscan caution even more
clearly. The Pecos Indians seem to have been uninterested in the offerings of the Franciscans when they first attempted to establish themselves in 1617, with the result that the missionaries were unable to get
permission to use rooms in the North Pueblo or anywhere else on the
mesilla top. Indeed, the best they could arrange was permission to establish a small church on an adjacent hilltop. Three years later, the political situation changed, and the Franciscans were given the right to
renovate a ruined pueblo on the mesilla top in the northern part of the
present South Pueblo. 46
Strong archaeological evidence exists that the Franciscans continued to exercise caution for the first several decades they were in a new
pueblo. One of the ways this caution was expressed was a tolerance for
kivas through the 1650s. For example, during excavations at Las
Humanas in 1951, Vivian found that kiva D apparently continued in
use until about 1660. 47 This kiva was only fifteen feet north of the wall
of the first church at Las Humanas, San Buenaventura I, built in 162934. 48
Hayes felt that the artifacts associated with most of the kivas in use
at Las Humanas when the Spanish arrived indicated that they had been
destroyed some time after the arrival of the Franciscans in 1629, the
suggested date is closer to the middle of the seventeenth century. One
of these-kiva I-may have been in use until the abandonment of the
pueblo around 1672. Discussing the location of San Buenaventura I,
Hayes indicated that in his opinion, the site was selected because it
avoided kivas. 49 At Pecos, Alfred Kidder found that at least three of the
kivas he excavated appeared to have been abandoned in the late 1600s. 50
One of these, kiva 7, had three phases of major remodelling. The middle
phase resulted in the kiva being floored with yellow adobes set in a
purple mortar, and roof support posts were made of square-cut beams.
The adobes were identical in size and shape to those used in the "Lost"
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Figure 2: Kiva D at Las Humanas.
Church, built about 1617 a thousand feet northeast of the pueblo, and
abandoned and dismantled about 1620,51 The adobes are believed to
have been salvaged from the church building by the Pecos. Adob,es from
this church also appear in South Pueblo, constructed from 1620-40 as
what has been called a "Christian" pueblo, extending south from the
temporary Franciscan convento. The purple mortar was apparently the
same as that used for the construction of the "Lost" Church, which is
again virtually the same as the mortar used in the earliest phases of
construction of the convento, beginning in 1620-21. 52 That the Pecos
and the Franciscans were sharing the adobes salvaged from the earlier
church in order to build a new convento, a "Christian" pueblo room
block and kivas, suggests some level of accommodation on the part of
the Franciscans.
After New Mexico's change from a proprietary colony to a royal
colony in 1610, these examples imply that the Franciscans usually followed a process of careful integration when they entered a New Mexico
pueblo. When the soldiers left after the first few days, Franciscans were
very careful about how they conducted themselves and used caution
and conciliation rather than dominance to secure a place in the pueblo.
It appears that conciliation toward the pueblos was a standard policy
on the part of Franciscan authorities in New Mexico from 1610 to about
1640. There is clear historical evidence of the conciliatory approach at
Pecos. There, the attitude of tolerance on the part of top Franciscan
authorities in New Mexico in the 1620s was strong enough to result in
the transfer and replacement of a friar who was too harsb with his neo-
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phytes. In 1620, Fray Pedro de Ortega reacted against the teachings of
the Pecosefio called Mosoyo, who, said Ortega, was preaching "a perverse doctrine, persuading the Indians that they should not go to church
and that they should set up idols, many of which .. .I ordered smashed."53
This was presumably the resurgence of a katchina cult at Pecos. Early
in their effort to convert the Pueblo population, the Franciscans forbade katchina cults as patent idol-worship.54 Kessell proposed that
Ortega's "smashing of Pecos idols had sorely strained his relations with
the people," and that this was the reason Ortega was soon replaced with
Fray Andres Juarez, who "was more tolerant, more willing to accept
the Pecos as they were."55 In the context of the historical record, it seems
unlikely as Montgomery suggested in the description of his "theory of
superposition," that the Franciscans would begin a new mission with
the intolerant action of taking over and destroying kivas without the
approval of the local authorities.

Su perposition Reconsidered
As mentioned above, the "theory of superposition" was first proposed in 1936, but elaborated upon by Montgomery in 1949. However,
the idea of "superposition" in the Province (provincia) of New Mexico
derived from the example of Awatovi. On examination, though, the
supposed "superposition" at Awatovi appears instead to be open to another interpretation.
Church 2 was built so that the main altar stood over two kivas that
the Franciscans intentionally backfilled. John Otis Brew excavated beneath the altar because Montgomery, the architect on the excavation
crew, insisted that a kiva would be found there because of the theory of
Superposition. 56 In the mind of Montgomery, the care with which the
structures were backfilled with clean sand instead of the usual midden
earth confirmed that the relationship between the kivas and the altar
had symbolic significance. Brew agreed that the circumstances were
unusual: "When Hopis abandon a kiva they do not leave the roof behind. Timber is too far away."57 He added that the Awatovi excavations
had revealed eighty-six subterranean structures at various Hopi sites,
of which twenty-four were kivas at Awatovi, and only the two kivas
beneath the apse of the mission church still had their beams in place. 58
The actual physical arrangement of the buildings at Awatovi, however, does not suggest superposition in the sense of Christian dominance. Rather than being centered beneath the main altar, the first kiva
found was offset so that the wall between the apse and the sacristy passed
over it. The central hatchway of the kiva was several feet north of the
wall, under the sacristy, with the result that only about the south quarter of the kiva was actually under any part of the sanctuary. The second
kiva's center was primarily under the back and side walls of the church,
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Figure 3: The location of kivas under the church at Awatovi.

the sacristy, and the space west of the church. The structure did not
extend any significant distance inside the apse wall. The second kiva
was only mentioned twice in the report, presumably because it was unconvincing as an example of superposition; but the first is hardly any
better a contributor to the picture Montgomery wished to present. 59
The untidy locations of these two kivas, largely offset from the apse,
suggests that rather than the idea that these kivas were unique structures with a special relationship to the church, they were only actua1ly
two of several kivas in this area. Had excavators looked for them, other
kivas probably would have been found under other parts of the church.
Brew suggests "it is quite possible that a more or less continuous row
of kivas existed in this part of the site, connecting up with the two under the church. "60 The Franciscan conciliation approach would ensure
that when Franciscans made arrangements with pueblo authorities to
use the area where the church was built, there were several relatively
unimportant or unused kivas in this area. After negotiations, pueblo
authorities may have allowed the Franciscans to remove the roofing
and fi1l the kivas in order to form a solid platform on which to build the
foundations of the new church·, on the condition that the job be done
carefu1ly and with respect. It would be reasonable to assume that a1l
kivas under the wa1ls of the church received the same careful backfi1ling, with the roof beams left in place. By chance, Brew found two such
examples in the area of the sanctuary at Montgomery's instigation. Had
superposition been the driving factor and the Franciscans in enough of
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a position of strength to choose to destroy a kiva and symbolically superimpose the church over it, it seems more likely that the main altar
would have been centered precisely over one of the kivas.
More telling is the clear indication that Church 2 was not intended
to be the permanent church at Awatovi; in fact, it is probably Church 1
and Church 3. The building was probably constructed as a temporary
chapel, rather like San Buenaventura I at Las Humanas, with the intent
that it would eventually be replaced by a larger, more elaborate building at a later date. This larger building that Brew and Montgomery called
Church 1 was begun a few years later, but was never completed. Some
sequence of events caused the Franciscans to halt the construction of
the large permanent church and return to Church 1 (Brew's Church 2)
that was renovated by the addition of two towers, a side chapel, and a
baptistry.
No other example of kivas being buried under a mission church are
known. Apparently at Awatovi, Montgomery, Watson Smith, and Brew
found evidence of an unusual architectural circumstance rather than a
standard practice. Awatovi is the only example in the province of New
Mexico where the superposition of a church over a kiva exists. The
circumstances suggest that this attribution is incorrect; as a result, superposition of a church over a kiva as an intentional act of dominance
cannot be shown to have happened in New Mexico. 61
Franciscan Absence and Abandonment
The "reverse superposition" explanation of the presence of kivas
in the conventos of Ab6 and Quarai required one or several unsupported
preliminary assumptions. These may be divided into two categories:
the construction of these ki vas happened during Franciscan absence or
after Franciscan abandonment. Extended absences of resident friars have
long been accepted by historians as typical of the New Mexico missions. The argument has been that the number of friars was so limited
that they constantly had to travel from one mission to the next in order
to attend properly to all the Christianized Indians. 62 The records show,
howe'ver, that principal missions were continuously staffed, often with
two 'or even three friars, while other missions were placed in visita status if the number of friars dropped. 63 In the Salinas area, Quarai and
Ab6 were principal missions and were never left unmanned for any
extended period, while Chilili was reduced to a visita of Tajique after
about 1660, and Las Humanas moved in and out of visita status as the
number of friars changed.
In addition, architectural and archaeological information demonstrates the presence of Spanish civil authorities in the pueblos and nearby
settlements. The documents indicate that converted pueblos, or at least
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those given in encomienda, had Spanish alcaldes in permanent residence throughout most of the century. Some pueblos apparently also
had persons who may have been employees of the provincial governor.
Outside the pueblos, there were usually a number of privately-owned
estancias within only a few miles. 64
Beyond the presence of all these persons supporting the Franciscans
in the pueblo, the existence of a completed mission building indicates
that influencial factions of the pueblo accepted the Franciscans. An antiFranciscan faction building a kiva in the convento would be acting
against the interests of the powerful pro-Franciscan faction. Since the
pro-Franciscan factions of most pueblos seem to have been stable and
powerful for decades at a time, such an act would probably have been
foolish on the part of the (usually) less powerful and less influential
anti-Franciscan factions. It is highly likely, therefore, that the average
convento was always under the protection of someone associated or
allied with Spanish authority until the period of decline after 1660. 65
That the construction of the Salinas convento kivas may have occurred after the abandonment of the pueblos is a reasonable suggestion. "Abandonment" meant only that the Franciscans withdrew their
missionary from the pueblo, and if possible, persuaded most of the
Christianized Indians to go with them. Such a departure undoubtedly
meant the loss of the tribute of the pueblo to its encomenderos. However, the anti-Spanish factions of the pueblos may not have left immediately, and could have built kivas in the conventos of the abandoned
Quarai and Abo missions. 66 But several things argue against such a sequence of events. For example, the Abo and Quarai kivas are precisely
centered in their patios, in a manner more suggestive of European planning methods than of the less rigid Indian approach to building. The
Quarai kiva is square, unlike any others in the area, and therefore was
probably not built by remaining residents of the pueblo. Furthermore,
both the Quarai and Abo convento kivas have been intentionally refilled. Since there is no reason for the Indians to have filled the kivas
before they finally left the pueblo, this must indicate that the Franciscans
were in residence at the time the filling occurred.
These considerations, taken together, make it very likely that the
construction and backfilling of the Salinas kivas must have occurred
before abandonment. In fact, they were probably built and refilled before 1650.
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The Archaeological Context of the Convento Kivas
At Ab6, the convento kiva was apparently built about 1622-28 and
went out of use about 1640. The first church and convento at Abo were
under construction from 1622 to about 1628 or 1629. 67 Because of the
gentle slope of the site, the mission was begunwith the construction of
a stone retaining wall outlining the buildings. This wall was filled with
earth to make a low, flat, artificial platform somewhat like those later
used at Quarai and Las Humanas. When completed, the floors of the
convento rooms were only about three feet above the natural ground
surface along the south and east edges of the building. At about this
time, the kiva-like structure was built on the new platform, centered in
the outline of the patio (see figure 1). It was laid out after the construction of the mission platform beginning in 1622, but well before the major
remodell ing that began about 1645. The structure was a round subterranean room about seventeen feet across with its center less than one
foot from the center of the original patio. Available colonial Spanish
surveyor's notes indicate that the usual method for the layout of a building or compound was to pick the center of the site and then plot diagonals from that point to locate the corners of the structure. 68 If the
Franciscans had laid out the kiva at Abo, they would have done so in
this manner, with the result that the kiva would be centered in the patio. 69 The location and stratigraphy strongly suggests that the kiva was
built during or soon after the major construction effort on the first
church, in the period from 1622 to 1628.
About 1647 or 1648, work on the second church of San Gregorio
de Ab6 began. This reconstruction was completed about 1651 or 1652. 70
The first remodelling of the convento to fit the new church was undertaken at the same time, and was finished within a year or so.7I This
remodelling changed the plan of the patio, and itwas probably early in
this construction that the kiva was partially filled with earth hauled in
for that purpose. The fill was dumped onto a two foot layer of windblown and washed-in sand and silt, indicating that the kiva had been
unroofed and left open for several years before the partial filling. If the
intentional fill occurred about 1647, the kiva was probably unroofed
about 1640. After the intentional filling, the kiva was left open as a
circular, flat-bottomed, stone-lined hole about four feet deep. A second, much more extensive remodelling was carried out a few years later,
probably as part of the "Frontier Revival" of 1655-60. 72 This remodelling approximately doubled the size of the convento, but left the shallow pit of the kiva unchanged. After the abandonment of the mission
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Figure 4: the first church and convento at Ab6.
around 1672, the patio waIls and the side waIls of the kiva slowly collapsed into the pit along with blown sand, fiIling the hole until it was a
shallow depression at the time Toulouse found it in 1940.
When it was found, about six feet of the wall height of the kiva
survived. The stratigraphy implies that one or two feet of wall collapsed
into the pit of the kiva after the abandonment of the mission. This indicates a distance from the floor to the underside of the ceiling of perhaps seven to eight feet. 73 The kiva had been built with firepits, a
deflector, a ventilator shaft, and four large wooden pillars resting in
stone-lined sockets on the floor and supporting the roof, which probably had a central entranceway; no sipapu was found. 74 The firepit was
fiIled with ash, indicating an unknown period of use. No trace of the
wood of the support piIlars or roof was found.
Toulouse said in his report that the kiva was used as a dump from a
nearby kitchen. However, his observation that fragments of the same
ceramic vessels appeared at all levels of the material shows that the
fiIling was a single event, rather than continuing over an extended period of time. 75 It is likely that the fill-dirt came from a pre-existing
kitchen midden, hauled into the convento with the intent to fiIl the kiva
to within a few feet of the surface of the patio. The ceramics included a
good selection of Salinas Redware items of European design; both
Toulouse and Hayes considered Salinas Redware at Ab6 to be virtuaIly
the same as Kidder's "Plain Red" ware at Pecos. 76 Therefore, the Salinas and Pecos polished reds may be considered to have an inception of
1625. Other Indian ceramics included Tewa Polychrome, today generaIly cons idered to have an inception date of about 1650. 77 The kiva fiIl
also contained a number of majolica fragments, one of the two princi-
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pal locations where this ceramic was found at Ab6. The dates associated with these fragments are generally mid-seventeenth-century. 78 The
strongly European content of the earth dumped into the kiva indicates
that the source for the fill was probably the Franciscan midden along
the walls of the early version of the convento, while the dale ceramics
indicate that the midden from which the fill was removed went out of
use after 1630. 79
In a summary article published in 1940, just after he completed the
excavations at Ab6, Toulouse adopted the "reverse superposition" idea
for the Ab6 kiva. He stated that "it is presumed that in [the] absence"
of the Franciscans of Ab6, the Indians "took a chance upon the building of a kiva" in the convento. 80 But in his final report in 1949, Toulouse
offered no dates or responsibility for the structure other than the terse
statement, without any additional explanation, that the kiva "appears
to have been constructed during the building of the church."81 Toulouse's
decision to remove any reference to the Indians of Ab6 in connection
with the convento kiva in the final report suggests that he had become
dissatisfied with his earlier explanation that the kiva had been built by
the Indians during an absence of the Franciscans. This would not be
surprising, since it would be difficult to fit the sequence of construction and fill events Toulouse observed into a scenario in which the Indians built the kiva while all Franciscans and their supporters were
absent from Ab6. 82

The Quarai Convento Kiva
The Quarai kiva followed the same general pattern seen at Ab6. At
Quarai, beginning in 1626, the Franciscans built a stone-sided platform for the mission like that at Ab6. It appears that the mission platform was constructed on the mound of a circular pueblo ruin dating
from about A.D. 1300. 83
As at Ab6, the plan of the friary centered on the patio. In the patio,
a square kiva was built after the construction of the platform but before
the abandonment of the mission about 1676 (see figure 2). The square
kiva is precisely centered on its patio; diagonal lines drawn through the
outside corners of the patio pass exactly through the center of the kiva.
The kiva is surprisingly symmetrical-its north and east sides are 15.9
feet long, its south side is 16.1 feet long, and its west side is 15.2 feet
long. In addition, the kiva at Quarai is the only known square kiva in
the Salinas pueblos. 84
The roof of this kiva, like that at Ab6, was ,the level of the patio
floor with an interior roof height of about seven feet. The kiva seems to
have been unroofed and fi lied until it was level with the patio so that
excavators did not recognize it until the final cleaning of the patio surface in 1934. Few details about the kiva at Quarai were preserved by its
excavators. Excavations under the direction of Fisher located the struc-
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ture in the friary patio in May 1935, but there is no record of the stratigraphy of the fill found within the structure. 85 Only one artifact from
this fill is known: a large Salinas Redware chamberpot. 86 The presence
of the chamberpot indicates that it could have been filled at any time
after 1625.
Baker arrived about August 1935, in time to supervise the removal
of the last foot or so of fill and to clean the floor featuresY In the last
of the fill in the square kiva, Baker noticed a large percentage of white
"gypsum" plaster. On the floor, he found a "fire pit, altar, and 'sip-ophe' [sipapu]," as well as a ventilator shaft. 88 The feature excavators
identified as a sipapu has also been interpreted as the ladder pit-the
sipapu is virtually unknown in Salinas kivas. The mass of white plaster
on the floor of the kiva indicates that the structure was probably unroofed and left open for several years, as at Abo.
Unmentioned or unnoticed by the original excavators was an odd
detail about the ventilator shaft. Apparently it was constructed with
typical Spanish adobe bricks, the only adobe brick construction known
at Quarai. 89 Since no adobe bricks were used elsewhere at Quarai, the
Indians had neither any experience in its manufacture nor any ruin from
which to salvage the material. The bricks must have been made by or
under the direction of the Franciscans, specifically to be used in the
construction of the kiva.
.
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Figure 5: Quarai about 1630.
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Baker eventually reconsidered his original explanation for the
Quarai convento kiva. He became unhappy with his initial 1936 explanation-that it was a preexisting structure on which the convento was
centered. Over the years, he evaluated the evidence and decided that
the kiva had been built into the convento with the approval of the
Franciscans. In 1988, he said, "this kiva appeared to be centered within
the cloister garth as if it were permitted by the Spanish priests ... to
get them to convert to the Catholic religion much easier." He considered the convento kiva at Abo to be used for a similar purpose: "a means
of trying to get [the Indians] to accept the Catholic religion."90
The Pecos Convento Kiva
The convento kiva at Pecos has long been accepted as a Revoltperiod structure built by the Indians. Hayes, who found the structure,
discovered that the walls "were ...built up of black adobe bricks, undoubtedly salvaged from the destroyed church, on a masonry foundation from 1.0 to 1.8 feet high. . . . A mortar of red clay was used
liberally, so the seams were nearly as thick as the bricks."91 The north
arc of the wall sat on bedrock which sloped off steeply to the west and
south. The kiva had been placed in the corral rather than in the patio.
Hayes suggested that this was because bedrock was only one or two
feet below the original surface of the patio. The kiva had been placed
as close to the center of the convento as it could be, and still be in
enough depth of earth to fit below grade. 92 Later excavation found that
the kiva had two ventilator shafts, one sealed and plastered. 93 This suggests that the kiva was in use long enough that some repairs became
necessary. Both the original ventilator shaft and the later one-the one
Hayes found first-were built of black brick.
It seemed reasonable, in the absence of any other evidence, for
Hayes to assume that the Pecos Indians salvaged black brick from the
church or the convento for the construction of a kiva in the Convento
ruins. However, a recent reevaluation of the structural history of the
church and convento has demonstrated that certain adobe brick and
mortar combinations were peculiar to certain periods of construction,
and the Pecos kiva brick and mortar combination was one of the earliest. As a result of these observations, Hayes' assumptions must be reexamined.
Courtney White's intensive reexaminination of materials that were
used in the specific episodes of convento construction has cleared up a
number of questions about the sequence of construction and the probable dates for each episode. 94 His work indicates that black bricks with
purple or maroon-red mortar appear to have been used only for the
first two episodes of construction; later efforts used red-brown adobe
bricks set in a brown mortar. The earliest red-brick/brown-mortar con-
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struction at Pecos seems to be the "cellar" beneath room 36, whose
bricks have the same measurements as black bricks and therefore were
probably made in the old black-brick mold. Archaeomagnetic measurements show that the large furnace hearth in the "cellar" was fired to its
greatest heat about 1640-50. 95 Based on this date and the sequence of
construction of the convento, the changeover from black to red brick
apparently occurred about 1640. The specific combination of black brick
and purple-red mortar found in the kiva was used only in the period
from 1620 to 1640.
Particle and trace element analysis conducted on the bricks and
mortar of Pecos has shown that the mortar used between the black bricks
in the kiva was the same as that used between the black bricks in the
earliest construction of the convento. 96 Obviously, in 1680 the Pecos
would not have painstakingly scraped up the mortar from between the
bricks of the fallen church to use in their kiva. Now that it is clear that
the kiva was bui It with the 1620-40 brick and mortar combination, the
hypothesis that the construction of the kiva occurred in 1680 cannot
reasonably be advocated.
Additional dating information came from the artifacts found in the
kiva. On the floor of the kiva or in the firepit were found a number of
potsherds, the most diagnostic of which were three cups and two bowls
of polished plain redware, virtually indistinguishable from Salinas
Redware. The presence of polished red ceramics on the floor suggest
that the time of the last use of kiva 23 may have been as early as the
1630s.
Hayes described the earth that filled the kiva as "remarkably clean
soil containing little cultural material and no wood." The kiva appeared
to have been "deliberately backfilled"-the lack of charred or decayed
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wooden beams indicates that the roof was removed to allow this. The
fill contained III sherds, of which 24 were identifiable. The most diagnostic were several polished redware sherds, and one Tewa Polychrome sherd, again giving only a very general date for the unroofing
and backfilling of the kiva. 97 The artifact evidence indicates only that
the kiva was filled in the period between 1625 and perhaps the early
1700s.
Hayes' specific dating of the kiva was based on his interpretation
of historical events during the post-Revolt period (1680-94) and not
on the period of use of the bricks and mortar of which it was composed.
More specifically, since there are no historical references to a kiva in
the convento of Pecos, Hayes' dating derives from the historical assumption that the kiva was for Indian religious practices. The source of
the bricks, the dates of construction and destruction, the evaluation of
the dale ceramics, follow this single assumption: there is no other evidence that argues for this specific interpretation.
In the absence of any historical reference to the kiva, the reasons to
suggest a different construction date than that indicated by the construction material can only come from architectural data and the artifact collection. If we look at the architectural and artifact information
with no assumptions, the situation is clear: the adobe bricks and mortar
demonstrate that a construction date of 1620-40 is reasonable. The artifacts on the floor of the kiva and the duration of their use implied by
the construction of a replacement ventilator are consistent with the date
of last use being 1640. The artifacts in the fill indicate that a reasonable date for its backfilling would be any time after 1650 or sooner, if
the open hole next to the convento was filled with the earth from the
cellar below room 36 (constructed about 1645).98 In other words, the
Pecos convento kiva seems to follow the same chronology seen at the
Salinas missions, and therefore was apparently built in the convento
yard under the supervision of the Franciscans.

Other Convento Kivas
Anyone of the convento kivas discussed above might be dismissed
as a peculiar circumstance or the result of confusion in the archaeological or architectural record. All of them together, however, are difficult to dismiss in this way. If the Franciscans really were using a
kiva-like room for some purpose in their conventos from 1610, there
should be other examples beyond those of Abo, Quarai, and Pecos. The
presence of any other such examples in missions built in the period
from 1610 to 1640 would argue strongly in favor of the Franciscan acceptance of a kiva-l ike structure in their con vento as a matter of course.
1\I! examination of the available archaeological information reveals that
every mission constructed between 1610 and 1640 that has received
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careful archaeological investigation of its convento has been found to
have a convento kiva. Unfortunately, this group includes only two additional missions, but nonethless, the kivas exist. The two missions of
this period that have been excavated in any detail are Awatovi in northern Arizona and Las Humanas in Salinas Pueblo Missions National
Monument.
At Awatovi, Brew excavated in the con vento patio and wrote, "we
turned to the garth for a possible further example [of superposition],
like the kiva beneath the center of the garth at the 17th-century New
Mexican mission of San Gregorio de Ab6. Sure enough, in the very
middle of the sacred garden was a kiva" which "might well have been
in use when the Spaniards came." The kiva in the garth "had no roof in
situ and it was filled with rubbish rather than clean sand," just like the
kivas at Ab6, Quarai, and Pecos. "Although this situation cannot be
presented as a definitely established example of Superposition, it is quite
possible to look upon the late kiva in the center of San Bernardo's garth
as more than a coincidence."99 The main enclosure of Awatovi was probably built beginning about 1633, with the kiva centered in the patio,
and again the kiva probably went out of use about 1640. 100
At Las Humanas, Gordon Vivian's kiva D seems to have similar
characteristics. It was apparently built sometime after 1600 next to the
first church at Las Humanas. This was the period in which Las Humanas
was a visita administered from Ab6. This kiva is located in the same
relationship to the early church as is the kiva at Ab6. Although excavation has not yet confirmed such, it appears that a wall stub extended
south from the southwest corner of the convento rooms of Mound 7
towards the back wall of the apse of the church. Comparing the plan of
Ab6 I with that of San Buenaventura, I suggests that as of 1630 the
Franciscans were planning to expand the convento and tie it to the church
by an additional row of rooms, forming a patio between the church and
the Mound 7 convento, with the kiva in the center ofthe patio. In other
words, rather than being an example of tolerance, kiva D may have
been another example of Franciscan construction. 1o,
The Visita Kiva
At other visitas established by the Franciscans in secondary or outof-the-way pueblos, a situation similar to that at Las Humanas may
have been the standard. At.Giusewa, only the southern rooms of the
convento have been excavated, but no investigation has been made in
the area of the convento yard or possible patio. However, a kiva dating
from the period when Giusewa was a visita has been found, and may be
a Franciscan kiva like kiva D at Las Humanas. The Franciscans were
absent from Giusewa from 1601 to perhaps 16-10, during the years that
the Juan de Onate expedition was disintegrating. Beginning in 1610,
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the pueblo apparently once again became a visita. 102 Between 1610 and
1621, the original simple visita church and associated rooms were modified and enlarged through the addition of a stone extension to the north
end of the small stone church. 103 This enlargement at Giusewa was an
unambitious change, and supports the picture of the mission as a visita
at the time. The kiva immediately west of the church was built about
the same time and analysis of the beams show that they were cut in
1610. 104 The location of this structure does not seem to have been in an
area intended to be used by a new convento, but visita churches had the
kiva located wherever convenient rather than in a possible future
convento location.
Two additional examples of this sort of visita kiva are known. At
San Lazaro in the Galisteo Basin, Nelson did not find any kivas by the
visita church and convento, but an apparent kiva was built in the plaza
of the historic pueblo. lOS Recent research by John Ware suggests that
San Lazaro was a reduccion pueblo, created by the Franciscans themselves. 106 Such a kiva would be peculiar in this sort of pueblo, unless
sanctioned by, and perhaps used by, the Franciscans themselves. A similar situation can be seen at Sevilleta Pueblo. 107 Built about 1627, the
visita church of San Luis Obispo de Sevilleta has an apparently late
kiva located to the south. Michael Marshall and Henry Walt, however,
suggest that this kiva was built after the Pueblo Revolt, and may have
been the one mentioned by Governor Antonio de Otermin in 1681. 108
The visita structures of San Luis Obispo resemble those at Giusewa
and San Lazaro.
Kivas and Franciscans
The archaeological evidence reviewed above indicates that there is
a group of convento and visita kivas in New Mexico built between 162045 with the approval of and under the direction of the Franciscans. Since
the Franciscans would certainly not have allowed Indian religious practices to be conducted within their conventos, the question remains: How
were these rooms were used? Such a question cannot be answered because descriptions of the Pueblo vary with time and place and the perceptions of the observer.
The earliest descriptions come from members of the Francisco
Vasquez de Coronado expedition, who in 1540-41 saw kivas as "estufas
or hot rooms ... which are the ... places where they gather for conversation."109 In the early years of conversion, some New Mexico
Franciscans considered kivas to be directly associated with the Pueblo
religion. For example, Fray Perea, custodian of New Mexico from 1629
to 1630, in his Relacion described the Zuni kivas as "Temples with
idols of stone, and of wood much painted. "110 Echoing Perea, Fray
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Benavides, custodian of the missions from 1625 to 1629, mentioned
kivas twice in his 1630 memorial, and both times referred to them as
"estufas of idolatry. "111
On the other hand, some thought of them as no more than community rooms, such as Fray Geronimo de Zarate Salmeron who had been a
missionary in New Mexico up to 1626. He published Account ofAll the
Things That Have Been Seen and Learned in New Mexico ca. 1629. In
this rather strange compendium, Zarate Salmeron mentioned that at
Jemez, estufas were warm rooms "for their winters. "112 When Benavides
revised his 1630 memorial in 1634, a number of similarities of phrase
and story details indicate that he had read the Account, and apparently
accepted Zarate Salmeron's definition of an estufa over his own original idea. Benavides dropped all references to "estufas of idolatry," and
instead described them as "the communal estufas." He wrote that these
estufas were an "easy means of relief' against the cold of the New
Mexico winters. 113
Writing a description of New Mexico from Mexico City in 1638,
Fray Juan de Prada portrayed kivas as "the ceremonial chambers of
barbarous idolatries."114 It is clear that Prada had read Benavides' 1630
memorial as the source for his ideas about New Mexico. So far as· is
known, Prada was never in New Mexico, and was merely echoing
Benavides' first description of these structures. This mixture of
Franciscan views of Pueblo religion and its relationship to the kiva remains confusing. Perea considered kivas at Zuni to be religious structures; Zarate Salmeron thought of those at Jemez as places to get warm
during the winter cold; and Benavides took both positions at different
times. Ultimately, Benavides thought that kivas were communal warming houses, more a social club than a center of religious activity for the
pueblos. By the late 1650s, the Franciscan attitude had returned to that
expressed by members of the Coronado expedition. Franciscans viewed
kivas as "estufas beneath the earth" with no other modifiers. lIS
With the advent of the katchina controversy in 1661, Governor
Bernardo Lopez de Mendizabal was accused of encouraging the Indians to carry out their ceremonies involving the katchina dances and
masks. Fray Alonso de Posadas, newly appointed custodian of the New
Mexico missions, wrote in 1661 that at Isleta "there had been ... openly
in this pueblo an... [estufa] or room below the ground, which was [found
to be] full of idols, offerings, masks, and other things of the kind which
the Indians were accustomed to use in their heathenism, and that the
same condition prevailed in the rest of the pueblos."116 Posadas said
that the guardian of the mission ofIsleta described this kiva as a "temple,
for such they say it appears to be. "117 This particular kiva at Isleta was
submerged near the church of the convent. In fact, near the west end of
the church, katchina masks were found hanging on the wall, under one
of which was "a wreath of flowering grasses," assumed to be an offer-
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ing to the mask. Posadas summarized the various observations of this
kiva, stating that it was a house of some type or temple used for idolatrous worship.II8 Presumably, since the estufa had been "openly" present
just west of the church and convento for some time, the statement indicates that the use of the "council chamber" as a temple of idolatry or as
a structure directly associated with the katchina dances was the element that came as a surprise to everyone.
Fray Posadas issued a new decree of prohibition against the katchina
cult in May 1661, and ordered the confiscation of all objects associated
with this cult. The beginning of the "kachina wars" can be dated to this
event. Posadas ordered the father secretary to take away all the paraphernalia at the kiva. He then ordered all other ministers to follow the
same procedure, and it was believed "that a great quantity of objects of
this kind has been collected as aresult."II9 The available historical documents and the archaeological record both indicate that the active destruction of kivas only began after Posadas' realization that they
frequently played some part in the forbidden katchina cult activities.
Convento Kivas and Church Chronology
Examining the list of nearly fifty pre-Revolt mission establishments
in the province of New Mexico, all but five missions were founded in
the period from 1610 to 1640. Therefore, virtually all of the New Mexico
missions are potential candidates to have convento or visita kivas. Although the scant evidence indicates that the convento kiva was used all
across the province, there is no particular reason to presume that
convento kivas were used at every New Mexican mission. Some
Franciscans may have preferred simply using a room in the convento as
a classroom, although when compared with the rather dramatic choices
made at other missions, such a decision would seem drab and judgmental.
In New Mexico, only a few missions possess the potential and correct combination of characteristics to have a con vento kiva. Only fourteen mission sites are at known locations of abandoned pueblos. Of
these, six are owned by public agencies and eight are privately owned.
The six publicly owned missions are Abo, Quarai, and Las Humanas in
Salinas Pueblo Missions National Monument, Pecos in Pecos National
Historical Park, Giusewa at Jemez Springs State Park, and part of San
Lazaro in the Galisteo Basin, owned by the Bureau of Land Management. The publicly owned missions have been excavated or surveyed,
and all appear to have convento or visita kivas. The eight privately
owned missions are Hawikuh, owned by the Zuni; San Cristobal,
Galisteo, and San Marcos in the Galisteo Basin owned by private landowners; Awatovi owned by the Hopi; Sevilleta held by the Sevilleta
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Land Grant; and Tajique and Chilili, in the Salinas Basin. Of these,
Awatovi has been excavated and has a convento kiva and Sevilleta has
been. surveyed and apparently has a visita kiva. San Marcos .has been
acquired by the Archaeological Conservancy but it has not been surveyed. The six abandoned and unexamined missions might eventually
be used to test whether the "Convento Kiva" hypothesis is predictive,
should the landowners decide to permit surveys or excavations in the
future.
The convento and visita kivas apparently went out of use after 1645
because all of the missions were past the initial phases ofproselytization.
Missions established in the 1620s and 1630s may have kept their kivas
in use until perhaps 1645, but no new ones were constructed after that
year. There are a few marginal exceptions to this statement: Hawikuh
and Halona were reestablished about 1642-45 after more than a decade
of abandonment. 12o A new church and convento of San Buenaventura
were begun in 1659 at Las Humanas, and Guadalupe at El Paso was
begun in 1662. The mission at Las Humanas had been in existance·for
over thirty years when the ·construction of San Buenaventura II was
begun, suggesting· that the Indians there were well past the period of
initial evangelization. Excavations in the patio of San Buenaventura II
specifically were conducted to look for a kiva, but found that it definitely did not have one. 121 El Paso was established among the Manso,
who apparently did not use kivas; the convento area of the mission is
presently under the Cathedral of Juarez and is not available for excavation. However, the Zuni missions should have had convento kivas, because the first evangelical effort there was so short that it probably had
little.effect on Zuni society. Unfortunately, neither Hawiklih nor H<;1lona
were excavated in a manner that would have revealed aconvento kiva.
The excavations at Hawikuh were conducted from 1917-23, before
convento kivas had been seen elsewhere. The investigators did no excavations in ,the patio. 122 At Halona, the excavations were carried out in
1966. Among the other areas investigated, a test pit was placed in one
corner of the mission patio, but did not extend far enough from the
walls to tell whether a kiva occupied the center of the patio. 123

Conclusion
This examination of the convento kivas of New Mexico suggests
that they were part of a century~old New World Franciscan effort to
use innovative architectural combinations for the religious and cultural
education of their neophytes. In the early sixteenth century, Franciscans
used the Franciscan mosque and the atrio and open chapel for these
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purposes. While in New Mexico, the Franciscans appear to have continued this tradition of architectural experimentation through the use
of the convento kiva.
A careful examination of the historical record and the physical evidence produced by archaeology indicates that the Franciscans themselves encouraged the use of the convento kiva. The examples presented
here suggest that during the first half of the seventeenth century in New
Mexico, the Franciscans usually followed a process of careful integration and conciliation rather than dominance to enter a pueblo and acquire converts.
The most significant implication of the "convento kiva" is that the
tradition of architectural innovation in mission structures, begun by
Pedro de Gante in Mexico City in the sixteenth century, continued in
New Mexico in the seventeenth century. It seems clear that in the sixteenth century, Franciscans began a process of architectural experimentation outside the church building, making use of the structural spaces
of other religions as a means of increasing the effectiveness of their
conversion methods. It is reasonable to suppose that similar experimentation occurred on other frontiers of the Spanish New World during
these two centuries.
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Fort Craig, New Mexico, and the Southwest
Indian Wars, 1854-1884

DURWOOD BALL

Federal troops at Fort Craig, New Mexico, defended settlements and
travelers from Indian raids in the middle Rio Grande valley and waged
war to open Native American homelands to economic development. Fort
Craig's strategic position in New Mexico's defensive network placed
its garrison in the thick of southwestern warfare. Keeping the peace
and regulating Indian-white contact were two day-to-day missions at
Fort Craig, but waging war was the principal means of controlling Native Americans and terminating conflict. However uneven their combat
record was, regular and volunteer troops at Fort Craig, campaigning
simultaneously with soldiers across the Southwest, slowly eroded Indian resistance to Anglo and Hispano encroachment.
In 1854, the United States Army located Fort Craig on the western
bank of the Rio Grande thirty-five miles below Socorro, New Mexico.
The post stood at the northern entrance to the Jornada del Muerto, a
ninety-mile waterless stretch of the Camino Real, the major north-south
trade and travel artery through New Mexico Territory. Taking advantage of the arduous passage, Navajo and Apache warriors sometimes
ambushed weak, tired travelers and poorly defended merchant caravans.
From Fort Craig, regular troops ranged westward to the headwaters of
the Gila River, northwestward to the Colorado Chiquito, northward to
Albuquerque, eastward to the Pecos River, and southward to the opposite end of the Jornada.'

Durwood Ball is an acquisitions editor with the University of New Mexico Press and
holds a Ph.D. in history from the University of New Mexico. His research areas include frontier military history.
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Fort Craig stood in the Department of New Mexico, which included
roughly all of present-day New Mexico and Arizona, the western tip of
Texas, and southern Colorado. Administered generally from Santa Fe,
the Department commander's jurisdiction-a boiling cauldron of
Anglos, Hispanos, and Native Americans-was possibly the most ungovernable and turbulent military district on the western frontier. For
two hundred years before the United States conquest, the Hispanos and
Pueblos together had observed a complex relationship of war and trade
with the Navajos, Apaches, Utes, Kiowas, and Comanches. Each side
occasionally plundered, murdered, and enslaved members of the other.
Any Pueblo or Hispano settlement beyond the valley encountered stiff
resistance from their hostile neighbors. In the mid-nineteenth century,
Anglo expansion intensified and complicated southwestern warfare. 2
Between 1849 and 1890, the United States government would spend
millions of dollars to defeat Apaches, Navajos, and others to bring an
end to southwestern conflicts.
Fort Craig was a critical link in a slender network of defensive posts
that roughly lined the Rio Grande and protected traffic on the Camino
Real. Assigned to command the Ninth Military Department (New
Mexico) in 1851, Lieutenant Colonel Edwin V. Sumner relocated regular-army garrisons from the principal towns to the frontier. A year after his departure in 1853, the defensive line was comprised of Fort
Massachusetts in present-day southern Colorado, Cantonment Burgwin
in Taos, Fort Union in the Mora River valley, Fort Marcy in Santa Fe,
the depot at Albuquerque, Fort Craig, Fort Thorn at the southern edge
of the Jornada, Fort Fillmore in the Mesilla valley, and Fort Bliss at
Magoffinsville near El Paso, Texas. To harass the Navajos in their homeland, Sumner planted Fort Defiance at the mouth of Cafton Bonito in
present-day northeastern Arizona. Over the years, the army abandoned
some posts and added others in response to frontier exigencies, but on
the whole, Sumner's design endured to the end of the century.3
Fort Craig anchored the center of the defensive line. On 31 March
1854, Captain Daniel Chandler's command-one company of Third Infantry and one of First Dragoons-abandoned Fort Conrad and marched
southward ten miles to the nearly completed Fort Craig. Recommended
by Inspector General J. K. F. Mansfield, the site was a mesa of brush,
cacti, and a few trees overlooking wooded and marshy banks of the Rio
Grande. To the west stood the San Mateo and Magdalena Mountains; to
the northeast loomed Chupadera Mesa; and to the east stretched the
grassy plains of the Llano Estacado. In Mansfield's opinion, federal
troops could protect travelers more successfully from this location than
from Fort Conrad. Throughout its history, three to five companies generally occupied the post. 4
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Figure I: Company Quarters at Fort Craig, New Mexico, ca. 1866. Photograph
courtesy Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, neg. no. 14514.

Fort Craig was a formidable military installation. Completely enclosed by a ten-foot-high adobe wall, the rectangle was 1,050 by 600
feet, the longer wall running east to west. Most construction was tlatroofed adobe. Officers' quarters formed the north wall, enlisted men's
quarters comprised the south. White-washed porticos fronted the parade ground. Running along the east wall were the hospital, quartermaster and commissary offices, the sutler's store, and blacksmith's shop.
Behind them were located corrals and stables. The sally port opened to
the west. Accustomed to shabby posts and primitive quarters, officers
and men thought Fort Craig to be one of the most spacious and comfortable forts in the Far Southwest. 5
When federal troops were not either laboring or drilling, they were
waging offensive and defensive war on Indians. The geography and
peoples of the AmericanWest defied the precepts ofEuroamerican military science. There were no fixed lines of battle-only vast distances
and punishing topography. Elusive and resourceful opponents, Indian
warriors avoided pitched battles, preferring guerrilla warfare-lightning strikes and quick retreats-well adapted to desert and mountain
terrain. 6
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From Darlis A. Miller, Soldiers and Settlers: Military Supply in the Southwest, 18611885 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1989), xii; map courtesy ofDariis
Miller and University of New Mexico Press.
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At Fort Craig, federal troops campaigned in brigades against entire
tribes or villages and scouted the middle Rio Grande country in companies or squads. The latter mission, primary at Fort Craig, involved either the pursuit of stolen stock, the pre-emption of Indian incursions,
or the reconnaissance of the area. Commanders of Fort Craig never enjoyed sufficient troop strength to interdict all Indian raids, but experienced commissioned and noncommissioned officers overcame their
handicaps to conduct some successful operations.
Responding to recent "murders and robberies" committed by
Mescalero Apaches on the San Antonio-EI Paso road and in the Pecos
River valley, Captain Chandler led a column of infantry and dragoons
southeast to the Rio Bonito valley, Mescalero country, in late June 1854.
His ultimatum was that the Mescaleros cease their raids and surrender
the murderers. Alarmed by the heavily armed expedition, two Mescalero
leaders, Palanquito and Santos, visited departmental commander Colonel John Garland in Albuquerque, but other Mesc'aleros continued raiding settlements in southeast New Mexico and west Texas with impunity.
Having engaged no Indians, Chandler's column returned to Fort Craig
on 7 August. The Apache attacks and Chandler's reconnaissance, however, convinced Colonel Garland to establish Fort Stanton on the Rio
Bonito.?
The construction and occupation of Fort Stanton in 1855 freed the
commander at Fort Craig to focus his resources on the Mimbres,
Mogollon, Warm Springs, and Copper Mine Apaches. Making their
home around the headwaters of the Gila River, these Indians, collectively known as the Gila Apaches, raided and plundered the settlements
in the Rio Grande valley between Albuquerque and El Paso. In late
winter 1856, Colonel Garland dispatched Captain Chandler "to prevent
the Apaches of the Gila river and Mogollon Mountains from depredating upon the property" of United States "citizens," From Fort Craig,
Chandler and 100 men rendezvoused on the upper Gila River with a
column of the same size from Fort Thorn. Chandler's brigade surprised
a village of Mogollon Apaches in the Sierra Almagre, inflicted several
casualties, and recovered "250 stolen sheep." On the return march along
the Mimbres River, Chandler mistakenly unleashed his troops against
an encampment of friendly Mimbres Apaches, killing several Apache
women and children. Afterward, the embarrassed, chastened captain paid
an indemnity of sheep. 8
Fort Craig commanders, although expected to control the Gila
Apaches, had only an imperfect knowledge of their country. In fall 1856,
the new commander of Fort Craig, Major George B. Crittenden of the
Regiment of Mounted Riflemen (hereafter Mounted Rifles or riflemen),
called the Gila' country "Terra incognita" and requested permission to
lead a reconnaissance expedition through the rugged country north of
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the Gila River. Although the new departmental commander, Colonel
Benjamin L. E. Bonneville, liked Crittenden's proposal, he assigned
the major and one company of Mounted Rifles and one company of
Third Infantry at Fort Craig to a campaign that he led personally against
the Mogollon Apaches during the summer of 1857. His men missed the
Mogollons but crushed a band of Mimbres and one of the Coyoteros, an
Apache people generally inhabiting the White Mountain country of
present-day Arizona. The Fort Craig riflemen and infantry returned to
their post in September of the same year. 9
In the meantime, troops at Fort Craig deployed against Indian raids.
On 22 July 1857, Captain Andrew Porter, Crittenden's successor, detached First Sergeant Hugh McQuaide and seven Mounted Rifles from
Company F to investigate a sighting ofIndians below the post. An Irish
immigrant, McQuaide joined the riflemen in 1851, learned to soldier in
Texas, and developed into an outstanding frontier combat leader. His
tenacity and skill earned him the respect of commissioned and noncommissioned officers alike. Fighting quality varied dramatically from
company to company, but officers and men like McQuaide molded their
outfits into superb fighting units. lo
In the evening of 22 July 1857, Sergeant McQuaide led his squadron southward from Fort Craig, struck the trail of four Indians fifteen
miles below the post, and ordered his men to encamp. The next morning, McQuaide and his troops crossed to the east bank of the Rio Grande,
followed the trail of the Indians, and soon discovered several "Mexicans killed and scalped." After burying the victims, the squadron pursued and overtook 700 head of stolen sheep, but the Indians had detected
their pursuers and fled across the ri ver.
McQuaide now tracked the four Indians, one of whom was on foot.
Recrossing to the western bank of the Rio Grande, McQuaide's squadron trailed the Indians' "zig-zag course" to the west some thirty miles
toward the Mogollon Mountains and then to the northwest toward either the Magdalena or the San Mateo Mountains. McQuaide knew the
Indians would strike for a specific pass. After resting his men and horses
at a waterless camp, he resumed the pursuit at 12:30 a.m. and reached
the western entrance at daybreak. He rested his men and horses at a
waterhole for an hour and then led them through the pass. After debouching onto the eastern slope of the range, McQuaide tracked the
Indians to the northeast. At 3 p.m., he and his squadron came upon an
Indian mount that had been killed in the previous thirty minutes. Ten
miles farther, they discovered another abandoned horse. By sunset, all
four of the Indians had dispersed on foot into the mountains behind
San Antonio. McQuaide concluded that further pursuit was hopeless
and encamped his men. He and his troops pulled into Fort Craig the
following day. He had led the squadron on a scout of some 160 miles. 11
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Although McQuaide's pursuit failed to strike a direct blow, he demonstrated the perseverence and experience that desert warfare demanded
of all warriors-Indian, Hispano, and Anglo. McQuaide knew the locations of water and grass, the endurance and breaking point of his men
and horses, and the practices of his enemy in flight. The sergeant drew
on his experiences in Texas and in the Fort Craig sector and on those of
other officers stationed at the post. When an officer or noncommissioned officer led a reconnaissance, he often kept field notes of the
distance, direction, and terrain of the pursuit. He also carefully recorded
the location, abundance, and quality of water and grass along his course.
Ifa scout commander was unfamiliar with the middle Rio Grande country, he could usually rely on a civilian scout to guide his troops.12
In addition to fighting the Mescalero and Gila Apaches, troops at
Fort Craig waged war on the Navajos. During the second half of 1858
and part of 1859, the garrison focused its attention on Lieutenant Colonel Dixon S. Miles' Navajo campaign. On 2 July 1858, Company F of
the Mounted Rifles, under the command of Lieutenant William W.
Averell, left Fort Craig to join the expedition. From Fort Defiance, Miles
took the war into the Navajo homeland. Company F scouted mountains,
valleys, and canyons, laid and sprang ambushes, burned crops and villages, took captives, confiscated livestock, and even marched through
Cafton de Chelly. The pressure of Miles' operations forced the Navajos
to sue for peace at the end of the year. 13 Although quiet throughout
most of 1859, the Navajos stole vast herds of livestock below Albuquerque in early 1860. As they drove the animals down the east bank of
the Rio Grande toward crossings below Fort Craig, Captain Porter, commanding the post, dispatched squadrons of riflemen in all directions to
recover the herds and to chastise the Navajos.14
UPorter's reports were accurate, the Mounted Rifles inflicted serious casualties. On 7 February 1860, Hugh McQuaide and fifteen men
of Company F trailed stolen stock from the northern mouth of the
Jornada westward and northwestward, overtook the Navajos at the head
of Cafton Alamosa, killed one warrior in the attack, and recovered 1,200
sheep. On the same day, Captain Porter and twenty-five riflemen rushed
to cut off the retreat ofa Navajo raiding party west of Fort Craig. Luck
followed Porter's men. The following day, unaware of the proximity of
the troopers, forty Navajos drove 400 sheep and several cattle in full
view of Porter's camp "on a wooded knoll at the base" of the Lueras
Mountains. Porter quickly but quietly mounted his men. Their pistols
blazing, the riflemen charged into the Navajos. In a running fight of
eighteen miles, Porter's men either killed or wounded sixteen warriors
and recovered the stock. IS
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The Mounted Rifles were not finished. On 8 February, Captain
George McLane and forty-one riflemen surprised a party of approximately seventy Navajos who were driving sheep and cattle through
Canon del Muerto below Fort Craig. McLane sent Lieutenant Edward
Cressey's squadron after fifteen mounted Navajos fleeing back up the
canyon. As forty-five warriors lodged themselves on a hillside, McLane
dismounted his men and threw them against the Navajo position. In
fifteen minutes of close combat, some hand-to-hand, McLane's men
killed thirteen warriors and drove the others over the hill. At the river
crossing, a corporal's detail concealed in the brush and trees ambushed
approximately ten Navajos driving the herd, killed two warriors and
recovered 2,000 sheep and forty-five cattle. In all that day, McLane's
riflemen recovered 5,000 sheep and 100 cattle. 16 At Fort Craig, Captain
Porter was ecstatic. He crowed to departmental headquarters, "Those
Indians killed by different detachments could not fall short of forty."!7
His final tally is probably high, but with grit, determination, and good
fortune, his riflemen had surprised and punished the Navajos.
Such successes, however momentarily impressive, were not decisive victories. In the following months, the Navajos intensified livestock thefts, besieged an army supply train, and assaulted Fort Defiance.
Departmental commander Colonel Thomas T. Fauntleroy unleashed
another expedition to Navajo country, this time under Major Edward
R. S. Canby, in late summer 1860. On 10 September 1860, Captain
Lafayette McLaws led 150 men from Fort Craig to a rendezvous at Fort
Defiance. During the fall and winter, three heavily armed columns destroyed Navajo villages and crops in the Chuska Mountain country and
beyond. Meanwhile, at Fort Craig, Captain Porter organized a unit to
strike Navajo refuges supposedly located along the Colorado Chiquito,
but Canby learned the Navajos were hiding along the Rio Puerco, and
Fauntleroy cancelled Porter's orders. By March 1861, Canby's roving
columns had impoverished the Navajos, who sued for peace, and the
campaign wound down. 18
The tranquility was short-lived. During 1861, southern secession
and preparations for civil war consumed regular and volunteer troops
in New Mexico. Now a colonel commanding the Department of New
Mexico, Canby prepared to repel the invasion of New Mexico by Confederate Texans under Brigadier General Henry Sibley. On 21 February 1861, a combined force of regulars and volunteers, sallying forth
from Fort Craig, were defeated by the Texans at the nearby Battle of
Valverde. A month later, Union forces repulsed the Texans at the Battle
of Glorieta in northern New Mexico, and Sibley withdrew his army to
Texas. Never again were the Texans a serious military threat to New
Mexico. 19
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Indian warfare complicated the Union mission in New Mexico. From
his Santa Fe headquarters, Canby complained that the Navajos and
Mescaleros were "exceedingly troublesome" and gave his troops "constant employment." New Mexicans compounded the turmoil, he.added,
with their plunder, murder, and enslavement of the Indians-the Navajos in particular. Canby outlined a grim solution: isolate and civilize
the Navajos on reservations or wage a long war of "extermination." A
fight to the death "would be costly and given the nature of Navajo warfare (and) the terrain of the homeland, be impossible."20
Summoned east in the summer of 1862, Canby handed the Department of New Mexico to Brigadier General James H. Carleton, a despotic, humorless, and brilliant veteran of the First Dragoons. A decade
of service in the Far Southwest had endowed him with an exceptional
understanding offrontier warfare. In his opinion, pacifying the Apaches
and Navajos was a precondition to securing New Mexico from Texas.
Carleton believe~ that federal troops, if adequately trained, supplied,
and led, could defeat the Indians in their mountain and desert homelands. During the spring and summer of 1862, Carleton relayed his
California Volunteer Infantry and Cavalry from California to Arizona
and New Mexico Territories. After expelling the Confederates from
Arizona, he left Colonel Joseph R. West in charge of the District of
Arizona headquartered in Mesilla, New Mexico. Taking command of
the Department of New Mexico in August 1862, Carleton pursued the
Indian war with demonic energy.21
Fort Craig was New Mexico's primary bulwark against the Texas
flank. Carleton envisioned one route of Confederate invasion passing
through Fort Stanton, thence to Fort Craig, the department's "chief
magazine of subsistence." Under his orders, the California volunteers
immediately began renovating Fort Craig. Without exception, Lieutenant Colonel Edwin Rigg and his officers were expected to "set the example ... of labor and industry morning and night." Writing from Santa
Fe, Carleton'declared, "Fort Craig is to be held with the old flag flying
over it as long as a man of the garrison can pull a trigger, it makes no
odds what force comes against it [sic]. "22 Apaches and Navajos, not
Texans, were the principal military threat to Union New Mexico and
Arizona.
Orchestrating a war without mercy, Brigadier General Carleton first
targeted the Mescaleros in southeasternNew Mexico. In October 1862,
Colonel Christopher "Kit" Carson and five companies of New Mexico
volunteers reoccupied Fort Stanton. Carleton's strategy was to converge
columns from Forts Stanton, Mesilla, and Franklin (Texas) on Mescalero
refuges in Dog Canyon and on the Penasco River. In no uncertain terms,
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Carleton instructed Colonels Carson at Fort Stanton and West at Mesilla,
"All Indian men of that tribe are to be killed whenever and wherever
you can find them." No cessation of hostilities would commence until
the Mescalero chiefs personally begged for peace in Santa Fe. 23
In two separate strikes, the New Mexico and California volunteers
killed some three hundred men, women, and children. Mescalero leaders, Manuelita and Jose Largo, were gunned down enroute to negotiations with Carleton in Santa Fe. Opposed to the war on the Mescaleros,
Carson relocated the survivors to Bosque Redondo, a federal reservation lying northeast of Fort Stanton on the Pecos River and guarded by
Fort Sumner. By spring 1863,415 Mescaleros were living at Bosque
Redondo, which Carleton intended to make into a Mescalero "pueblo."24
The California volunteers at Fort Craig prepared to block the flight
of Mescaleros to Mexico or to the Gila country. Carleton ordered Rigg
to put his cavalry in fighting shape-"horses shod and in order, equipment repaired, and everything ready for active service." Rigg's staff
departments-quartermaster, ordnance, commissary, subsistence, and
medical-constantly assisted posts east, south, and west of Fort Craig.
Forts Stanton, McRae, Selden, Cummings, Bayard, McLane, West,
Bowie, and Goodwin received much of their supplies from or through
the depot at Fort Craig. The primary mission of troops at those posts
was military defense against the Apaches in southern New Mexico and
eastern Arizona, and Carleton was determined to see them adequately
provisioned. 25
After crushing the Mescaleros, Carleton turned his attention to the
Navajos, giving them two choices: relocate to Bosque Redondo or die
in war. Navajo leaders were unmoved by his threat and Carleton loosed
his troops, 1,000 combat-hardened New Mexico volunteers under Colonel Carson. From Forts Wingate at El Gallo and Fort Canby (formerly
Defiance) at Canon Bonito, Carson's scouting expeditions ranged far
west to the Hopi mesas. Although the volunteers burned hogans, destroyed crops, and ran off horses and sheep, they took few lives. In
January 1864 his destructive war, carried into Canon de Chelly, drove
the hungry, destitute Navajos to surrender. An exultant Carleton wrote
Adjutant General Lorenzo Thomas, "I believe this will be the last of
the Navajo War." In March, he boasted that 6,000 Navajos either were
on or en route to Bosque Redondo. That number rose to 8,000 by the
end of the year. 26
Anticipating retaliatory raids, Brigadier General Carleton advised
his troops, including those at Fort Craig, on how to combat the Navajos
and Apaches. The best tactic, Carleton advised Rigg, was "small parties moving stealthily to their haunts and lying patiently in wait for
them" or "by following their tracks day after day, with a fixedness of
purpose that never gives up." In Carleton's mind, Indians were the most
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"wary" game animal in the wilderness and "must be hunted with skill."
A favorite small-unit tactic of his was the ambush at a desert spring or
water hole. Carleton wrote, "A cautious, wary commander, hiding his
men, and moving about by night, might kill off a good many Indians."
At one point Carleton exhorted Rigg, "I hope to hear that your troops
have killed some Indians."27
Giving the Indians no rest, Carleton armed and militarized the civilian population. At Fort Craig, Colonel Rigg enlisted, organized, and
supplied local militia. On 11 January 1864, he wrote Carleton, "I have
now hopes, that within the next two months the Indians will find this
District too hot to hold them." Later that month, the colonel supplied
500 pounds each of flour and bacon, and 500 rounds of ammunition to
a civilian expedition under General Stanislaus Montoya and Colonel
Robert Stapleton. In Santa Fe, Carleton's headquarters endorsed Rigg's
measure. 28
Leaving Fort Craig on 23 January, the Montoya-Stapleton expedition, a slave-raiding enterprise, struck out west and northwest and swept
through a portion of the Navajo homeland. Back at Fort Craig by 4
February, Montoya and Stapleton reported killing twenty Navajos and
holding twenty more in custody. Leading citizens in the Fort Craig area
wanted to adopt the captives into their homes and "to impress them
with the principles of civilization and domestic comforts that they may
become useful members of Society." With Union troops waging a war
on slavery in the East, Carleton refused to endorse the enslavement of
Navajos. Indeed, he ordered Rigg to deliver the captives to Bosque
Redondo. 29
Subduing and incarcerating the Indians were two planks in
Carleton's grand design for the economic development of the Far Southwest. Apache, Navajo, Kiowa, and Comanche threats had contained frontier settlement and economic development largely in the Rio Grande
valley. The object of his wars, Carleton wrote General-in-Chief Henry
W. Halleck, was to open "arrable lands in other parts of the Territory"
and "veins and deposits of precious metals." The indefatiguable brigadier general was especially smitten with the gold mines in the Pinos
Altos Mountains- "one of the richest auriferous countries in the world,"
he claimed-at the headwaters of the Gila River in southwestern New
Mexico. During 1862, Gila Apache attacks killed miners and slowed
prospecting at Pinos Altos. 30
Determined to keep the mines operating, Carleton launched several
col umns at the Apaches around Pinos Altos in the dead of winter 1863.
Outfitted at Fort Craig, eighty-five California volunteers marched overland to the Gila River headwaters in late January. A month later, suffering from exposure to "snow (and) exceedingly cold weather," the
men, some seriously ill, stumbled back into Fort Craig without finding
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any Apaches. In mid-January at Fort McLane, fifteen miles south of
Santa Rita, California volunteers under Colonel Joseph West captured
and murdered Apache leader Mangas Coloradas. Leading four mounted
companies to Pinos Altos, Captain William McCleave broke ground for
Fort West on 23 January. Throughout February and March, McCleave
and his men turned the neighboring mountains upside down, smashing
at least one Gila Apache village on 22 March. With Mangas Coloradas
dead and his immediate band destroyed, Pinos Altos enjoyed a small
measure of tranquility unknown since the mines opened a few years
earlier .31
Consumed with the Pinos Altos mineral deposits, Carleton instructed
Colonel Rigg to pioneer a direct road between Forts Craig and West.
The mission fell to Captain Allen Anderson of the Fifth Infantry. In
March 1863, Carleton wrote Rigg, "Let me feel assured that no stone
be left unturned to get Anderson well fitted out." For one probe, the
medical, quartermaster, and subsistence officers provided the Anderson expedition "with Medicines, Bandages etc. [,] stockings (three
pairs)[,] warm under clothing, Blankets (one pair each)[,] plates, cups,
knife and forks, (and) canteens." Between April and December 1863,
Anderson's unit reconnoitered the mountains and deserts but failed to
find a passage across the Mogollon Mountains. At one point, he wrote,
"We have utterly failed." Departmental supply trains continued to follow the well-worn far southern route from Mesilla to Tucson. 32
Meanwhile, fresh gold discoveries in the central Arizona mountains inspired Carleton to invigorate the war against the Gila Apaches
during 1864. His push coincided with the punishing campaigns ofU. S.
Grant in northern Virginia and William T. Sherman in Georgia. On 16
May, Colonel Rigg left Fort Craig to lead seven companies of infantry
and cavalry from Las Cruces westward to the Tularosa valley in eastern
Arizona. Amonth later, army engineers began erecting Fort Goodwin a
little north of Mount Graham and "2 1/2 miles south of the Gila river."
The position of the post, Rigg believed, would end "the reign of the
murdering Apaches" and hasten their "extinction." At the same time,
Rigg and Carleton inundated the mountains with mobile squadrons of
well-armed soldiers, miners, and Indian allies to pursue the ApachesY
One of those offensive columns was deployed from Fort Craig.
Colonel Oscar Brown, commanding in Rigg's absence, begged to lead
the expedition: "I would like much to have the opportunity of finding
what may be my capacity for Indian fighting." Brown got his wish.
Shoving off in mid-September 1864, Brown's unit marched westward
to the White Mountains-an "Apache nest"-exhausted themselves in
a futile hunt, and returned to Fort Craig with a mere four Apache captives in December 1864. His "capacity" amply demonstrated, Brown
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sheepishly handed in a short and humble report. Waged with energy
and ferocity, Carleton's summer campaign killed a few Apaches and
destroyed some villages but fell far short of breaking the back of Apache
resistance in Arizona and New Mexico. 34
Throughout the Civil War, local defense absorbed manpower and
material resources at Fort Craig. Administered by Colonel Rigg, a network of picket posts from San Diego to Los Pinos protected civilian
and government traffic along the Rio Grande. From such static posts,
however, Carleton demanded offensive operations, the bedrock of his
Indian-fighting doctrine. To Rigg, he wrote:
Picked men and officers, each striving to his utmost[,] will accomplish a good deal. To move silently; [sic] to hunt Indians,
is the only way to accomplish anything at all. For God's sake
let the command move light. 35
Federal troops had to become Indians in all but name to defeat them in
their own country.
In Carleton's eyes, Captain Henry Green, commanding Fort McRae
thirty miles south of Fort Craig, was a model frontier combat officer,
unrelenting and fierce. On 9 August 1863, Green mounted twenty men
on "Post team mules" at Fort McRae and led them on a three-day pursuit of Indians into the Alamancita Mountains. Near the end, Green
threw his men forward onto the rims of the canyons and ordered them
to fire down on the Indians, who then took cover behind rocks and trees.
A year later, a scout under Green's command rode into Fort Craig from
the Gila River country, possessing six captives, nineteen head of cattle,
and three scalps. Captain Clarence Bennett, commanding Fort Craig,
wrote of Green, "He is a splendid officer and is truly deserving of great
credit."36
The Indians handed the army its share of reversals. On 26 January
1864, Lieutenant Thomas Young led a scout into the San Andres Mountains after Apaches driving stolen stock. The following evening, at the
summit of a gorge, sixty Apaches attacked his encampment, wounding
five federals, one seriously. After collecting its gear, Young's unit
moved forward to "flat" ground, which the Apaches illuminated with
two bonfires a couple hundred yards away. Their blood-curdling howls
and intermittent sniping held the troopers by their nervous mounts in
bone-chilling cold throughout the night. At daylight, forming his scout
into a wedge, Young placed the wounded in the middle and ordered
everyone forward at a gallop. Every few hundred yards, he barked a
halt to rest the wounded and then resumed the charge. The Apaches fell
away to the left and right before the charges and gathered again on
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both federal flanks during the halts. Troopers and warriors repeated the
maneuver for several miles until the Apaches gave up the pursuit. Reaching Paraj e by sundown, Young's men staggered into Fort Craig on the
twenty-ninth. 37
Taking command of Fort Craig in early June 1864, Colonel Oscar
Brown filed unwelcomed complaints with Carleton's headquarters.
Without cavalry, Brown wrote, hunting the Indians was an impossible
mission. An annoyed Carleton penned a stinging endorsement: Pressing all available private and public horses into federal service, Brown's
troops ought to be able to overhaul and "whip forty naked Indians mostly
armed with bows and arrows." The general continued, "If not[,] the
troops had better be mustered out of the service and the country ....
Let the men go on foot, and dog a trai I day after day, and the Indians
will be caught."38
During spring and summer 1864, the future of Carleton's command
looked bleak. His grinding campaigns had indeed mauled the Navajos
and some Apaches but the Indians still invested roads and attacked settlements. Threatening from inside the department was the expiration of
volunteer enlistments between August and November 1864. Carleton
implored the War Department to send cavalry reinforcements, but his
superiors in Washington, absorbed in Grant's and Sherman's climactic
campaigns, ignored his pleas. Much to Carleton's chagrin, few California volunteers re-enlisted. By March 1865, his once formidable army
had dwindled to six companies of California infantry, one company of
California cavalry, and a handful of New Mexico cavalry.39
The military reorganization of the Southwest succeeding the Civil
war galled the megalomanic Carleton. The Department of War lopped
northwest Texas and Arizona off his command, leaving him New Mexico
alone. His command, now a district, reported to the Department of the
Missouri in St. Louis. With justification, Carleton angrily wrote Adjutant General Lorenzo Thomas, "This country cannot be judged of by
any rule applicable to any other portion oftheUnited States." The fierce
deserts, rugged mountains, and angry Apaches shared by all three regions were best addressed by "one head." A few New Mexico volunteers and reassigned regular-army regiments-the Third Cavalry, Fifth
Infantry, and One Hundred and Twenty-Fifth Infantry (an African
American regiment)-Iodged 1,500 troops in the District of New
Mexico. Carleton's command was especially hamstrung by a shortage
Of cavalry mounts. 40
Fort Craig stood in the middle of New Mexico's postwar military
turmoil. At Fort Sumner, the Bosque Redondo experiment began
unravelling as soon as it started. The Mescaleros and Navajos, incarcerated together, feuded constantly. Warriors constantly left the reservation to steal livestock and make war. In December 1865, the
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Mescaleros, en masse, deserted the reservation, some fleeing west to
Mimbres River country, some south to the Davis Mountains. However,
the majority vanished across the Pecos River into Texas. Federal authorities blamed the Mescaleros for depredations against commercial
and government traffic on the San Antonio-EI Paso road and against
settlers in the Pecos River and Rio Grande valleys. From homelands in
eastern Arizona and western New Mexico, Gila Apaches also raided
Rio Grande settlements. 41
Carleton channeled his rage into a campaign of extermination. He
exhorted the commanding officer at Fort Craig to "attack all parties of
hostile Indians." Deployed constantly, foot and mounted patrols should
"hunt and kill" any Indians crossing their path and ambush warriors at
water sources. To Major General Winfield Scott Hancock, the
Gettysburg hero now commanding the Department of the Missouri,
Carleton wrote, "The rifle is the only law which will ever govern the
fierce Apaches."42
In spite of army "law," the Apaches ran off most of the Fort Craig
herd on 9 July 1867, eluding the initial hard pursuit. Drawing thirty
days' rations, Colonel William R. Gerhart led thirty-five infantry and
nineteen cavalry troops-all mounted on remaining horses-into the
field and followed a track nearly to the Arizona border, but the trail
doubled back eastward, then turned northward toward Fort Wingate. At
that point, the exasperated Gerhart realized that' his quarry had been a
Wingate patrol. His men never recovered the stolen horses and mules.
Pulling into Fort Craig in early August, Gerhart's men had endured a
bruising desert march of 448 miles. 43
Such frustrations aside, army policy was to destroy off-reservation
Apaches. Replacing Carleton in 1867, Colonel George Getty's headquarters wrote Lieutenant Colonel Cuvier Grover, commanding Fort
Craig, "All Apache Indians in this Territory are hostile; and all male
adults capable of bearing arms should be killed ... unless they give
themselves up as prisoners." In 1869, Getty ordered an infantry sweep
against the Mescaleros, who were supposedly hiding in the Guadalupe
and Sacramento Mountains. Troops from Fort Craig met with a punitive expedition at Fort Selden on the southern end of the Jornada del
Muerto. Captain Alexander Moore led 180 troops, some African American, into the Guadalupe Mountains in northwest Texas but failed to
strike the Indians. 44
The principal installation south of Santa Fe, Fort Craig was critical
to President U. S. Grant's Peace Policy, a concerted federal effort to
settle and feed Indians throughout the American West instead of fighting and killing them. In southwestern New Mexico, federal Indian
agents, led by United States Indian Commissioner Vincent Colyer, decided to transfer the Mimbres Apaches under Victorio and Loco from
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their Canada Alamosa reservation, upon which settlers were encroaching, to a new agency in the Tularosa valley. In September 1871, Colonel Gordon Granger, commanding the District of New Mexico, placed
all Fort Craig troops and transportation at the commissioner's disposal.
The following month, picking up an armed escort at Fort Craig, Granger
traveled westward to select a garrison site in the Tularosa valley. Cold,
snowy weather during his tour, however, convinced Granger to recommend delaying the transfer until April 1872. 45
With reluctance, the Mimbres went to Tularosa. Headquartered at
Fort Craig, Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Devin of the Eighth Cavalry
was ordered to cooperate with Superintendent Nathaniel Pope and Agent
Orlando Piper. In May 1872, Devin sent wagons to Canada Alamosa
and Ojo Caliente to transport supplies, belongings, and the aged and
infirm. Under Devin's orders, cavalry patrols swept the mountains "to
scare the Indians from their old haunt and drive them toward the Reservation." To facilitate the supply of the Tularosa agency, Devin ordered
the survey of a road from Los Lunas across the San Agustin Plains to
the Tularosa valley, but the exploration was unsuccessful, and Fort Craig
remained the agency's supply depot. Always unhappy with Tularosa,
Victorio's people moved to Ojo Caliente, Arizona, in mid-summer 1874.
In wake of the transfer, the army reduced Fort Craig to a skeleton garrison. 46
When Victoria, a brilliant war leader, led his Apache followers on
raids across southern New Mexico and west Texas during late 1879 and
most of 1880, the army temporarily regarrisoned Fort Craig to allay the
fears of residents along the middle Rio Grande, but the old fort's Indian-fighting days had come to a quiet end. The few western Apaches
still at war with the United States engaged troops in west Texas, farsouthwestern New Mexico, and southern Arizona. The army "deactivated" Fort Craig, once and for all, in September 1884. 47
The regular troops at Fort Craig did not put an end to Indian depredations in their sector of the Rio Grande valley, but any sensible army
officer knew that waging war with a small army against the western
Indians was a crapshoot. At best, a commander who entered the field
saw Native Americans one third of the time. What was remarkable was
that the army endured a forty-year guerrilla war in the Far Southwest.
Its commissioned and noncommissioned officers adjusted to the demands of the human populations and natural geography of the region.
Soldiers like Andrew Porter, Hugh McQuaide, Edwin Rigg, and Henry
Green learned the locations of the water holes and grazing patches that
enabled them to scout the neighborhood of Fort Craig, anticipate the
approach of Indian raiders during a full moon, track Indian depredators
through the wilderness, and carry military force into the heart ofIndian
homelands.
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The garrisons at Fort Craig in particular and other southwestern
stations in general were armed national islands from which white settlements spread into southwestern river valleys and disrupted Indian communities. Insightful army officers understood that economic
development was the strongest weapon in the army's arsenal and that
the War Department should promote the building of wagon roads, railroads, forts, and other infrastructures through which the nation could
channel its human and economic power against the American Indians.
For thirty years, Fort Craig played a principal role in the process of
southwestern development that finally defeated the Apaches, Navajos,
and other tribes, making the Indian wars a thing of the past.
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Book Reviews

The Sagebrush State: Nevada's History, Government, and Politics. By Michael
W. Bowers. (Reno: University of Nevada Press, 1996. x + 299 pp. Map, charts,
tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $13.95 paper.)
Michael W. Bowers, a professor of Political Science and an academic dean at
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, intends The Sagebrush State: Nevada's History, Government, and Politics to be a serviceable text for the required course on
Nevada's history and constitution given in the state's community colleges and universities. He has succeeded admirably. The book provides a concise, yet insightful
commentary on the elements of the state's government: the executive, legislative,
and judicial branches, local governments, taxation, and finances. The state constitution is provided for reference in an appendix. Perhaps more important, however,
and more to the point of how a state like Nevada conducts its affairs, are the chapters devoted to less structured but equally crucial elements in political affairs: "Civil
Rights and Liberties," "Political Parties and Elections," and "Interest Groups and
Lobbying." In a state where a single dominant industry has always controlled political forces for its own purposes, mining supported by the Southern Pacific Railroad in the nineteenth century and gaming since at least World War II, these chapters
focus on how the political process actually works. Two chapters at the beginning
of the book and one at the end sketch an overview of the state's major historical
developments.
An informed observer of the political scene will find little that is shocking or
contentious in The Sagebrush State. Senator William M. Stewart, the father of
American mining law, represented his patrons very well, both in the constitutional
conventions and in the United States Senate. Stewart rightly assumes the leading
role in the discussion of the nineteenth century. Harvey Whittemore and the late
Jim Joyce of the Nevada Resorts Association really do conjure up images of Henry
M. Yerington and C. C. "Black" Wallace for the Southern Pacific in the nineteenth
century. The author displays a level of sophistication in his examination of political events that demonstrates a solid understanding of the subject.
What The Sagebrush State is not is a complex, layered anaiysis of the histori-
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cal and social context of Nevada politics. Most of Bowers' references are to the
two contemporary standard texts, Russell R. Elliot's History ofNevada (1973) and
James W. Hulse's The Silver State: Nevada's Heritage Reinterpreted (1991). The
majority of his historical examples are drawn from the two constitutional conventions: the one that failed in 1863, and the one that succeeded in 1864, and from the
last four or five biennial sessions of the legislature. As a result, Bowers does not
always show an intimate acquaintance with what happened during some of Nevada's
darker periods. For example, he ably outlines current fiscal and social policies that
. mandate minimal social services and are effectively hostile to welfare and education. Yet, he does not mention "One Sound State," the political movement of the
1930s that was so influential in enshrining those attitudes and the policies that
articulate them. Conversely, he does link Nevadans' ancestral resentment at colonization with outside economic and political forces, especially from California and
Washington, D.C., Bowers also addresses the state's insistence on opposing both
short and long term storage of nuclear waste at Yucca Mountain.
The Sagebrush State will succeed quite well as a college text. Bowers' style is
extremely accessible, and his interpretation is sound. Given that he believes his
book will need periodic revision, this is an informative snapshot of contemporary
politics in the Battle Born state.
Peter L. Bandurraga
Nevada Historical Society

Frank Hamilton Cushing and the Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological Expedition, 1886-1889. Vol. I. The Southwest in the American Imagination: The
Writings ofSylvester Baxter, 1881-1889. Edited by Curtis M. Hinsley and David
R. Wilcox. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996. xxxix + 266 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth, $16.95 paper.)

In many ways, the appearance in 1996 of a volume entitled The Southwest in
the American Imagination could not be more timely. Recent scholarly investigations of cultural encounter and transformation in the Southwest, and of the influence exerted by the region upon the nation, have produced such notable works as
Leah Dilworth's Imagining Indians in the Southwest (1996) and The Great Southwest of the Fred Harvey Company and the Santa Fe Railway (1996), edited by
Barbara Babcock and Marta Weigle. The first of a projected multi-volume series,
The Southwest in the American Imagination (1996) represents an extremely ambitious contribution to this new tide of scholarship.
Resurrecting the story of the Hemenway Southwestern Archaeological Expedition (1886-89) and its remarkable director, Frank Hamilton Cushing, the author
begins with an intriguing tale of archival loss and recovery that is in some ways a
metaphor for the project that Hinsley and his collaborator David R. Wilcox have
undertaken. After tracking the dispersal of the expedition's records into repositories from Brooklyn to Los Angeles, Hinsley argues that the piecemeal character of
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the previously known documents has crippled a proper understanding of the
expedition's role. Now, with a much fuller portion of the record at hand, Hinsley
and Wilcox contend that an extensive sampling from the letters, journals, and notes
kept by participants such as Cushi~g and Frederick Webb Hodge will provide the
essential tool: "a cultural history of the Hemenway Expedition and early anthropology of the Southwest" (p. xv).
With the goals of understanding the expedition and its influence upon the "invention" of the Southwest, Hinsley and Wilcox have launched the series with a
compilation of the writings of Sylvester Baxter (1850-1927). An energetic Massachusetts journalist, Baxter became the de facto publicist of the Hemenway party,
thereby cultivating the interest of a national audience in the esthetic and ethnological dimensions of the Southwest. Baxter's articles, reprinted from sources as diverse as the Boston Herald, The American Architect and Building News, and
Harper's Monthly, provide detailed depictions of Cushing at work among the Zuni,
life at Zuni Pueblo, and the activities and accomplishments of the Hemenway Expedition. Baxter's writings illuminate the evolving effortunderway in the 1880s to
portray the cultures and landscapes of the Southwest to audiences in the rest of the
United States. This volume is therefore likely to find a fairly wide following among
those ~nterested in such related topics as tourism and regionalism, as well as those
interested in the Hemenway Expedition and the origins of Southwestern anthropology. All who come to it will also find it a well-edited and organized volume,
equipped with such useful tools as detailed explanatory end notes, a chronology of
the Hemenway Expedition, a selected bibliography of Sylvester Baxter's writings,
a number of well-reproduced vintage illustrations, and a thoughtful analysis of the
developing regional identity of the Southwest at the turn of the century. The final
product, attractively designed and produced by the University of Arizona Press,
bodes well for the continuing value of this important endeavor in documentary
editing to students of the Southwest.
Peter J. Blodgett
Huntington Library

Wild Plants and Native Peoples of The Four Corners. By William W. Dunmire
and Gail D. Tierny. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1997. 312 pp.
Illustrations, maps, charts, bibliography index. $22.50 paper.)
This book has been written as a companion volume to Wild Plants ofthe Pueblo
frovince by the same authors. The first book was devoted to the plant lore of the
New Mexico Pueblos. This addition treats the same subject with relation to the
Hopis, Navajos, Ute Mountain Utes, Jicarilla Apaches, and, to a limited degree, the
Southern Paiutes .. The format is generally similar to that of the earlier publication,
but an effort was made to repeat no more than necessary the information in the
former, allowing each to stand alone.
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The initial three chapters describe the country and prehistory of the region.
These are followed by a very brief chapter on each of the four main tribes. Chapter
8, "Weedy Gardens," deals with the effects of people's activities on wild plants.
Chapter 9 establishes the major categories of use considered in the book, and Chapter
10, "Four Corners Ethnobotany," describes in some detail the methods of ethnobotanical research, especially in an archaeological context.
Chapter II tells of the flora in five national park areas, followed by descriptions of over fifty species of plants and their uses, each illustrated by line drawings
and one or more photographs. This is the heart of the book-the guide to field
identifications and key to the virtues and dangers of the species.
The book ends with a chapter on "Other Places to Visit," an "Annotated List
of Useful Plants" (covering SIS species), a section of acknowledgments, a bibliography, photo credits, and an admirable index. The sturdy cover and secure binding
make this book well adapted to field use, while the text will foster an appreciation
for Native Americans' knowledge of plants. It is also an excellent source for all
who want a solid introduction to what is known about native uses of plants on the
Colorado Plateau.
David M. Brugge
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Navajo and Photography: A Critical History ofthe Representation ofan American People. By James C. Faris. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1996. xv + 392 pp. Illustrations, charts, appendix, notes, bibliography, index.
$39.95.)

I eagerly approached Navajo and Photography because it addresses a tremendously important topic: namely, the presumed right of anthropologists, historians,
and professional photographers to pick up a camera and snap uninvited photos of
Navajo life and culture. Anthropologist James C. Faris correctly argues that European-Americans have long depicted Navajos as "other"-savage, noble, or vanishing-and that photographs have simply reinforced these erroneous views. His work
raises provocative questions of intrusion, respect, and stereotyping, which easily
extend to all Native Americans. Still, I finished this book with a vague sense of
disappointment.
Faris notes that from the earliest photographs taken in 1866 during captivity at
the Bosque Redondo to the present, photos have revealed little about Navajos, but
have unfortunately helped to mold Western views about Navajo people. Photographers from Edward Curtis, with his penchant for phony poses and costumes, to
twentieth-century counterparts sporting "John Collier-inspired attitudes" have perpetuated the stereotypes (p. 237). Too often, photographers have remained blind
to Navajo resistance despite so many instances when subjects have heads turned or
were photographed running away. Faris reserves special censure for those few whose
particularly offensive photos of the dead, dying, and inebriated illustrate the depths
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to which some have plunged. He devotes one short chapter to Navajo photographers, but maintains that indigenous photography is another study altogether.
This book incorporates a fascinating wealth of rare, largely unpublished, archival photographs that at times seem neither to advance nor support text. Also,
captions have the disturbing tendency to assign thoughts or emotions to photo subjects, which are not necessarily apparent, or to raise questions that remain unexplored. For example, one caption ponders "posing on horseback seemed to have
special significance ..., " but leaves readers to determine what that might have
been (p. 130). Early chapters clearly state that the book's purpose is not to correct
historical misconceptions or critique photography, and Faris readily admits it "may
not interest very many Navajo" because it lacks Navajo input (p. 38). It may, however, prove useful to students of Navajo history who possess a familiarity with the
subject.
The issues in Navajo and Photography are so far-reaching that I hoped to see
parallels between Navajos and other Native Americans, which admittedly may be
unfair. Yet, an entire chapter on Edward Curtis-admittedly in Navajoland for only
a few days-afforded a perfect opportunity to draw comparisons between the photography of Plains tribes and Navajos. A more user-friendly approach and writing
style would also have enhanced this study.
Kathleen Chamberlain
University ofNew Mexico

Mexico's Sierra Tarahumara: A Photohistory of the People of the Edge. By
W. Dirk Raat and George R. Janecek. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1996. vi + 212 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95.) .
Referred to as the Tarahumara by Spanish-speaking colonists, the 50,000 descendants of these natives who today call themselves the Ranimuri, inhabit a rugged world of canyonlands and mountains in the Sierra Madre range of southwestern
Chihuahua. The Tarahumara, whom anthropologists designate as belonging to the
culture area of the Greater Southwest, have for centuries been engaged in a struggle
for survival against forces wrought by nature and, particularly during the last 400
years, brought by outsiders.
The Tarahumara had occupied their homeland in the Sierra long before the
Jesuits arrived to convert them in 1607. By the time the Spanish Crown expelled
these missionaries from America in 1767, they had grafted patterns of Iberian
Iifeways on to the Tarahumara's stock of prehispanic culture. The Sierra Tarahumara
were exposed to other carriers of change following Mexico's independence from
Spain in 1821. Mineral-seekers replaced missionaries as the principal agents of
cultural change during the latter half of the nineteenth century. Life in the Sierra
has been further transformed since the Mexican Revolution of 1910 by the construction of railroads and the introduction of electricity. These, in turn, have fostered the development of copper mining, wood production, and tourism in the region.
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Yet, despite the imprints left in the Sierra by these invasive elements over the centuries, the Tarahumara have continued to survive by adapting their old ways to the
new.
Historian W. Dirk Raat and photographer George R. Janecek have deftly crafted
the first comprehensive recounting of the Tarahumara's story. Raat's documentation is unassailable, and has not only drawn upon a variegated body of written
materials but has made extensive and effective use of interviews conducted with
natives and non-natives alike residing in the Sierra. His contributions as both
ethnohistorian and ethnographer have melded these two disciplined perspectives
throughout the book to produce a text that is erudite but never turgid. While Raat
informs the mind, Janecek informs the heart. The 104 black-and-white images
comprise far more than an effective pictorial backdrop for the book's prose. Rather,
each of the photographs is a work of art in its own right, and together they construct a poignant visual chronicle of a people's tested resilience and enduring dignity.
In sum, this study is an engaging and important contribution to the growing
body of literature on the Native Americans of the Borderlands, and it is highly
recommended to specialists and the general reading public.
Stephen A. Colston
San Diego State University

The Mormon Battalion: U.S. Army of the West, 1846-1848. By Norma Baldwin
Ricketts. (Logan: Utah State University Press, 1996. xviii + 375 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95 paper.)

Seeking out dozens of primary sources from archives and libraries as well as
documents from relatives of Mormon volunteer soldiers, Norma Baldwin Ricketts
has produced a comprehensive reference work relating to all aspects of the Mormon Battalion's service in the U.S.-American War.
Some of the chapters are presented in the form of a composite diary in which
Ricketts combines quoted or paraphrased entries by the Mormon volunteers. This
approach follows the battalion's progress in the summer of 1846, from its assembly at Fort Leavenworth through its harrowing march across the continent to help
capture California for the U.S. The battalion reached California in January 1847.
The diary format will delight some readers, as its dated paragraphs and detailed
day-by-day approach make developments easy to follow. On the other hand, many
short and choppy sentences reflect the style of some nineteenth-century diarists,
and lengthy block quotations weigh down several pages.
A strength of the work is Ricketts' careful attention to the composition of the
battalion. The author gives a complete roster of more than 300 soldiers in the battalion and other lists for each of its components. During the war, for various reasons, detachments and subunits split off from the battalion and went to different
places. Ricketts traces the routes and activities of each of these detachments, in-
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eluding background and family information about many of the soldiers and some
of the women who accompanied them.
The author raises a confusing point by appearing to indicate that the Mormon
Battalion "was a part of the regular army," though signing up for one year of wartime service in a volunteer unit was quite different from enlisting for a multi-year
hitch in the U.S. Army (p. 15).
The book is supported by a comprehensive index and a variety of maps and
illustrations. Some of the maps were so reduced in size that a magnifying glass was
helpful to read them. The illustrations are interesting and well chosen, but views of
some grand mountain scenes, river vistas, and cities are so small that most detail is
lost.
This substantial book reflects many years of research in its subject. Norma
Baldwin Ricketts provides an introduction for readers curious about the Mormon
Battalion, but her work is not the analytical narrative history that others might have
liked.
Joseph G. Dawson III
Texas A&M University

The Journals of the Lewis & Clark Expedition, Vol II: The Journals of Joseph
Whitehouse, May 14, 1804-April 2, 1806. Edited by Gary E. Moulton. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xvii + 459 pp. Map, tables, notes,
index. $55.00.)
Lewis and Clark reported that seven members of the Corps of Discovery were
keeping detailed journals of their expedition. It is ambiguous as to whether that
included themselves, and to some extent it is mysterious who these men were. The
editor of this splendid series, Gary' E. Moulton, speculates that in addition to the
journals of Sergeants ~ohn Ordway, Charles Floyd, Patrick Gass and now private
Joseph Whitehouse that forms the present volume, others may have been written
by Sergeant Nathaniel Pryor and Private Robert Fraser. The latter announced his
intention to publish his account (with the "permission of Captain Meriwether Louis")
only a month after the Corps of Discovery reached St. Louis. It was never forthcoming. Sergeant Pryor lived long after at frontier outposts but his journal, if he
kept one, has never been found.
The present volume, that of Private Joseph Whitehouse, ends abruptly on April
2, 1806, on the return journey when the Corps is camped near the junction of the
Columbia and the Willamette. Moreover, Whitehouse or somebody else made "fair
copies" of most of his entries. Then, in numerous cases, a third person adds to
Whitehouse's entries. Moulton never makes clear who made the "fair copies" entries, though he does, on p. xvii of the introduction, refer to "Whitehouse's scribe."
Apparently, he has no idea about the "third man." What a mystery!
Moulton's short biography of Whitehouse is interesting, even intriguing. Born
in Fairfax County, Virginia "about 1775," he moved with his family to Kentucky
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in 1784, enlisted in the regular army in 1798 and served five years in the I st Infantry at Kaskaskia, Illinois. He then reenlisted in 1803 in time to be selected for the
Corps of Discovery, enabling him to execute his "favorite project" and satisfy his
own "ambition." At Kaskaskia he had met many Missouri River Indian traders who
suggested that an expedition could cross the continent via the Missouri River which
he located precisely in 47° 21' 12" North Latitude. Nobody, however, could tell
him what lay beyond the mysterious "Welsh" Indian Mandan ViIlages that lay on
that latitude, far up the Missouri from St. Louis. Through hard experience with the
Corps of Discovery he found the answer to the major question of his life.
At this point this reviewer has read all of the volumes of this modern edition
of the journals of the Corps of Discovery. Fascinating as this multi-transcontinental experience has been, the journals all have a sameness. They are all straightforward logs of the trip, with.no insights into individuals, white or red, no particular
attention paid to Sacagawea (we don't even know what she looked like, or what her
personality was). Only later travelers' accounts indicate that Toussaint Charbonneau,
her husband, was a drunk. In short, there are no idiosyncrasies in all these journal
pages-no up close and personal gossip. This reviewer now wants someone, as a
screenwriter friend put it, "to read between the lines." What were those hardy,
upright (rugged individuals?) frontiersmen really doing? Were there no fights, no
liaisons, or territorial stakeouts?
Was no one hyper, crazy, frightened, lonesome or afraid of water, snakes,
bears, Indian ghosts? I hope some day we will find a way to know, but official
military reports or unit histories have not changed much from this day to that.
William H. Goetzmann
University of Texas, Austin

On the Edge ofEmpire: The Taos Hacienda ofLos Martinez. By David J. Weber.
(Sante Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1996. 120 pp. Illustrations, maps,
tables, appendixes, notes, index. $24.95 cloth, $ I 7.50 paper).
With graceful style and ease, David J. Weber delineates the origins, maturity,
and decline of a manor house, attendant family, and economy in On the Edge of
Empire: The Taos Hacienda of Los Martinez. Regrettably for the field of Southwestern historical studies, this type of exact local social study is not common. Extensive footnotes, an appended extensive will, and useful photographs add much to
this informative narrative. The immediate occasion for this brief book springs from
the restoration of the best surviving example of a Taos Valley colonial manor
house-thus, the welcomed interest in buildings and associated material culture.
Sources are an amalgam of colonial administrative and church records, family
documents, foreign visitor references, period objects, photographs, and the increasing and improving secondary scholarly literature of New Mexico. Combined and
synthesized by Weber, these offer a perspective on the formation of a significant
estate and the dynamics of one family who prospered longer and more than most.
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Like other Weber publications, this is a fine professional work. Weber himself is
sensitive to the shortcomings of available sources. Social relations-family, labor,
ethnic, and gender-are tantalizingly but too briefly referenced. Granted, the principal attention is on the first half of the nineteenth century. The dispersal of the
family and the decline of its economic bases, however, are as equally compelling if
not more so than the initial rise and transient prosperity of the Martinez estate.
Juan Gomez-Quinones
University of California, Los Angeles

The Mountain West: Interpreting the Folk Landscape. By Terry G. Jordan.
(Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997. xii + 160 pp. Illustrations, maps, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $35.95.)
The Mountain West: Interpreting the Folk Landscape is a fascinating guide to
the folk buildings of the western United States and Canada. Based on extensive
field investigations from New Mexico to Alaska, the authors draw connections
between the origins of folk buildings in North America and their appearance in
various parts of the West. The authors' stated goal is to use interpretation of existing structures to answer the question of whether the West is an archaic, frontier
version of the East, or whether it is a distinct subculture that developed indigenously to meet the particular environmental challenges of the region.
The authors analyze more than 1,500 log structures in the West, including
dwellings, outbuildings, fences, and haying structures, and relate them to their antecedents in the eastern United States and Canada, as well as Mexico, Russia, Finland, and other countries. They also identify several structures, probably influenced
by American Indians and others, that appear to be indigenous inventions developed
to meet a particular local need. The chapters on fencing and hay stacking equipment are particularly interesting. As the authors point out, these folk structures
reveal important information about early western farming practices as well as the
origins and innovations of their builders. Taming and farming the West required
miles of wooden. fencing and innovations in equipment to stack and store huge
amounts of hay for the long winter months. Today these structures, generally con, sidered secondary to houses and barns and often overlooked by preservationists,
are disappearing at an alarming rate.
The careful on-site research, coupled with a broad knowledge offolk building
traditions, results in a fascinating study that contributes greatly to the understanding and appreciation of these humble structures. It is unfortunate, however, that the
authors repeatedly use their re'search to try to prove or disprove a particular generalization about the West. Not surprisingly, the evidence suggests that no one theory
can explain the distinctiveness of the West. As the authors conclude "Traditional
wooden structures tell us that the West is at once indigenous and imported, innovative and ultraconservative, Anglo-American and ethnic, unitary and plural" (p. 123).
The book is very well illustrated with excellent black-and-white photographs
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and numerous maps showing distribution of the various building types and styles.
The book could have benefited in some cases from drawings, however, to illustrate
types of log building notching and fence construction.
Scholars and fans of the Western cultural landscape will appreciate and enjoy
this book, and will find that it contributes much to their understanding ofthe simple
log structures that dot the landscape.
Mary M. Humstone
National Trust for Historic Preservation, Denver, Colorado

Before Rebellion: Letters & Reports of Jacobo Sedelmayr, S.J. Translated by
Daniel Matson. Edited by Bernard L. Fontana. (Tucson: Arizona Historical
Society, 1996. xxxiv + 61 pp. Maps, notes, bibliography. $65.00.)
In the eighteenth century Jacobo Sedelmayr, a Bavarian trailblazing Jesuit
missionary, served his Order among the Natives of New Spain's northwestern territory. In this small but important book, Matson and Fontana offer a collection of
Sedelmayr's reports regarding his travels in the present-day states of Sonora, Mexico
and Arizona, U.S.A.
For the most part, these documents express a sense of optimism regarding the
Jesuit goal of bringing Christianity and European culture to the Natives of America.
Sedelmayr described the physical nature of the territories he visited. He joyously
pronounced that in the barrenness of this desert landscape there are pockets of
fertile lands"... wholly suitable for the foundation of Christian communities and
missions." Sedelmayr was especially impressed with the lands along the Gila and
Colorado rivers. He felt that the abundant waters provided by these sources made
this territory an excellent arena for continued Spanish expansion in North America.
This goal met with limited success due, in large part, to Indian hostility towards
forced acculturation and assimilation into Spanish society.
Spanish-Indian relations is the major theme of this book. In his reports,
Sedelmayr rarely alluded to actual tensions between the Jesuits and Indians of the
region. Although he preferred a policy of peaceful coercion, Sedelmayr wrote that
a military presence would be necessary to realize the goal of incorporating Indians
into Spanish society. In 1751, this lofty dream seemed completely lost when the
Pima Indians of Pimeria Alta rebelled against their European rivals. Led by Luis
Oacpicagigua, the Pimas hoped to rid themselves of all Spanish religious and social customs introduced to the region in the 1680s by Eusebio Francisco Kino.
Specifically, the. Pimas hoped to reverse Jesuit efforts to "... restrain or temper
traditional [Native] dances, festivities ... [and the] centuries old tradition of polygamy" (pp. xi-xii).
The Pima rebellion lasted until the spring of 1752 and resulted in the deaths of
some missionaries and about 100 Gente de Razon (people of reason). Although the
Pimas achieved some of their goals, success proved to be temporary. In 1753, the
Jesuits returned to Pimeria Alta. This time, however, their missionary efforts were
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accompanied by an increased military and presidial presence. Spain's message was
clear: the Pimas and other Natives of the northern frontier must accept the Jesuit
goal of assimilation, or they would have Spanish culture forced upon them.
This book offers more than a glimpse into Spanish-Indian relations. It is packed
with information that would delight most historians of the Spanish American colonial era. The footnotes provid~ excellent biographical sketches of key people involved in the narrative. The rebellion of 1751 is clearly explained in the introduction,
as is the institutional breakdown of the Jesuit Order, and the mechanics of missionary work in the region. The editors also offer a beautiful map of the Sonora-Arizona frontier that illustrates a region where Indians and Spaniards competed for
limited natural resources. From Sedelmayr's reports, one learns to appreciate the
language of the times, and one develops a better understanding of Jesuit and Spanish goals in eighteenth-century America.
No work on history is perfect, this one included. Matson and Fontana's efforts
could be enhanced if copies of the actual documents were laid out next t6 their
translations. In this way, the transcriptions provided could be compared with their
originals. My only other concern about this source is that·its price will make readers shy away from it. This is unfortunate because, as a work on history, this book
offers a lot more than its small size suggests.
Carlos R. Herrera
University of New Mexico

Aldo Leopold: A Fierce Green Fire. By Marybeth Lorbiecki. (Helena, Montana: Falcon Publishing Company, 1996. xii + 212 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95.)
Marybeth Lorbiecki' s Aldo Leopold: A Fierce Green Fire offers an enlightened look at the life and career of one of the United States' premier environmental
philosophers. Aimed at a popular audience, this concise and well-illustrated biography introduces the reaper to the man whose book, A Sand County Almanac, became the Bible of modern environmentalism and shaped the philosophy of a
generation of conservationists. Throughout, Lorbiecki demonstrates how Leopold's
private -life, family, and professional experiences inflenced his environmental philosophy and uniquely qualified him to sum up "the questions, the conflicts, and the
longings of an ecological approach to life" (p. xii).
Environmental historians and other readers familiar with Leopold's environmental philosophy will find an insightful and evenhanded look into the personal
life of this private man known mostly through his'published works. While the popular
focus·often leaves one wanting more analysis, there is enough new material here to
keep even the best informed reader engaged. Lorbiecki organizes her book chronologically, breaking Leopold's life into chapters that each cover roughly four years.
The brief chapters explore the events in Leopold's personal life which influenced
his evolving ecological awakening. The first half of the book delves into Leopold's
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childhood, education, and early work experiences in the U.S. Forest Service.
Lorbiecki emphasizes the formative influence of Leopold's childhood in Iowa where
his father and grandfather, avid outdoorsmen, inspired him to respect animal habitats and basic principles of conservation.
Many accounts of Leopold's career focus on his years with the Forest Service
in the Southwest, where he completed his pioneering work on the wilderness concept. In fact, Leopold is best known to the general public as the "father of wilderness." Lorbiecki, however, spends little time on this specific aspect of Leopold's
career. Instead, she wisely chooses to view the wilderness achievements in the context of Leopold's evolving philosophy about ecosystem health. This broader focus
allows the author to spend more time discussing Leopold's years in the desert Southwest, where he began to conceive his ideas about land restoration implemented
during his years at the University of Wisconsin.
The second half of the book concentrates on Leopold's forays into public policy
and advocacy and concludes with an overview of his years as the chair of the United
States' first university department in wildlife management. To some extent the analysis of ideas in this section seems even thinner than in the first, but, again, the personal narrative and careful attention to detail provides interesting insight into
Leopold as teacher and mentor. While generally lacking in analysis, Lorbieki's
effort to uncover the personal life of this complex thinker and bring his important
story to the general public have resulted in a work both accessible and significant.
Andrew Kirk
University ofNew Mexico

Lambshead Legacy: The Ranch Diary of Watt R. Matthews. Edited by Janet M.
Neugebauer. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1997. xx + 277
pp. Map, illustration, appendixes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)
Lambshead Legacy, edited by Janet M. Neugebauer, chronicles the life of Texas
rancher Watt R. Matthews from 1951 to 1980. Frances Mayhugh Holden's introduction and Matthews' terse diary accounts describe the successful operation of a
huge family ranch. Watt Matthews is a second-generation rancher on 40,000 acres
that his parents began to assemble in the 1880s. A previous book, Interwoven, by
Sallie Reynold Matthews (Watt Matthews' mother), describes the family's earlier
experiences.
Watt R. Matthews' diary entries note the weather including high and low temperatures, movement and sale of cattle, social events, and attendance at state and
national cattle association meetings. He faithfully documents rainfall, the condition of range grass, brandings, and work completed by cowboys under his management. His diary is enhanced by Janet Neugebauer's comments. For instance, on 3
May 1961, Watt Matthews describes attending an American Hereford meeting in
Kansas City and "looking at IBM outfit" (p. 135). As Neugebauer explains, the
breed association used IBM equipment for the first time to electronically trace and
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compile bulls' ancestry. The association issued three-generation pedigree certificates in July 1961. Neugebauer's comments enhance the reader's understanding of
the diary entries and explain developments in the cattle industry.
Generally, Neugebauer's additions to the diary are valuable, but in a few places
she oversteps acceptable bounds imposed in editing a diary. On 20 July 1969,
Matthews records the temperature and a few words about the "moon walk."
Neugebauer then describes Neil A. Armstrong's first step on the moon and states
that Matthews' parents crossed another frontier in ranching in northwestern Texas.
Next, she asks the reader to imagine the "giant leap" for Watt Matthews between
the "horse-and-buggy to the space age" (p. 178). Unfortunately, Matthews leaves
no record of how the moonwalk affected him personally and Neugebauer's comments are not documented.
The introduction by Frances Holden is written in a highly complimentary style,
describing the many strengths of Matthews and his family. She places the Matthews
ranch in historic context and describes his life prior to 1950 when the diary begins.
This book will be useful to Texas history buffs and those outside the Bluebell
state interested in ranching history from 1950 to 1980. Matthews' accounts and
Neugebauer's comments illustrate the ranching industry's development and movement by national associations to enhance Hereford breeding, to institutionalize
improved medical techniques, and to create alliances to affect taxation and landuse policies. The book fails to explain social relations or family dy.namics. Matthews
is a bachelor with an active social life, which is described in undescriptive, short
sentences.
Mary Melcher
Arizona State University

Beautiful Swift Fox: Erna Fergusson and the Modern Southwest. By Robert
Franklin Gish. (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1996. xiv +
205 pp. Illustration, appendix, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95)
For Robert F: Gish, director of Ethnic Studies and professor of English at
California Polytechnic State University, Erna Fergusson (1888-1964) was a New
Woman, an independent traveler and writer, and was recognized during her lifetime as the "first lady of New Mexico letters" (p. 164). Born into a prominent
Albuquerque family, Fergusson attended local schools and one in Los Angeles before graduating from the University of New Mexico and receiving a master's' degree in history from Columbia. Later, she taught school, worked on the Albuquerque
Herald, and during World War I traveled across New Mexico as a supervisor for
the Red Cross. After the war she and a friend established Koshare Tours, guiding
tourists to New Mexico's Pueblos and into Navajo country. Fred Harvey subsequently hired Fergusson to train women couriers for his Indian Detour (auto tours
through Indian Country). A prolific writer, she published thirteen books, some rec-
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ognized today as Southwest classics.
Beautiful Swift Fox (a name Fergusson allegedly received after winning a foot
race with Hopi girls) is a literary study rather than a biography. By reevaluating her
writings, Gish hopes to revitalize Fergusson's spirit and inspire others to read her
books. Fergusson wrote about the Southwest because the region inspired her; she
loved its land, climate, and people. Gish devotes much of Chapter One to examining the impact that "place" had on Fergusson's writings, which, he believes, are in
the "romantic tradition of writing about the West as discovery" (p. 5). Chapter Two
focuses on Fergusson's attempts to interpret Native American and Hispanic worlds
to an Anglo audience. Here, Gish examines Fergusson's "first and best book-length
travel narrative" (p. 32), Dancing Gods (I957), a popularized account of Indian
ceremonials. In a third chapter devoted to Fergusson as historian, Gish places her
in the tradition ofthe great narrative historians ofthe West, such as Frances Parkman
and Wallace Stegner.
A fourth chapter looks at Fergusson as an advocate of Native American rights,
even though today her rhetoric often appears ethnocentric and patronizing. General
readers will find this and a final chapter the most satisfying because here we catch
glimpses of Fergusson as a sensitive human being. Although this is an important
study of a major Southwest personality, Erna Fergusson awaits her biographer.
Darlis A. Miller
New Mexico State University

A New Significance: Re-Envisioning the History of the American West. By
Clyde A. Milner, II. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996. xiii + 318 pp.
Illustrations, notes, index. $19.95.)
Anyone interested in the American West will benefit greatly from this essay
collection, which came out of a 1992 conference. The editor, Clyde Milner, asked
young scholars to commemorate the centenary of Frederick Jackson Turner's 1892
essay by writing their own thoughts about Western history in the late 20th century.
What followed from that conference is an incredible set of essay.s that will provide
the novice with an excellent insight not only into the field of Western history, but
also into the flourishing fields of cultural and gender studies, as well as Chicano,
Asian American, African American, and Environmental History. Western historians will also find much to contend with as they delve into these nine thoughtprovoking essays and their accompanying commentaries by experts such as Vicki
Ruiz, Patricia Nelson Limerick, Gary Y. Okihiro, and Elliott West.
While each essayist exhibits the field's fine talent, the writings of David Lewis,
Gail Nomura, and Quintard Taylor strike a particular chord by asking historians to
re-envision Turner's world by destabilizing the dominant western narrative of white
men moving west across the plains to settle the savage frontier. All three make
timely and convincing cases for why that myth can no longer stand by arguing that
the "just add and stir" methodology of incorporating people of color simply will no
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longer satisfy either scholars or students. Rather, historians need to reconceptualize
what it means to be a Westerner-indeed, what it means to be an American-in
such a way that'all people can be included equally under these labels. Perhaps the
boldest essays within this vein are by Susan Lee Johnson on gender and David
Gutierrez on Mexican Americans. Both authors push this critique even farther, and,
in the end, utilize cultural studies, gender analysis, and "transdisciplinary approaches" to reconceptualize ideas such as western, male, frontier, ethnicity, and
identity. Johnson and Gutierrez provide excellent examples for reconstructing
Western history and employing new methodologies.
The collection, however, reflects the confusing current state of Western history. Although each contributor grapples with a definition of the "New Western
History" and with what holds the West together as a region, the reader will find no
essay completely satisfying in answering these larger questions. Perhaps the most
disappointing part 'of the book is the concluding essay in which the reader hopes
that William Deverell and Anne Hyde will tie the essays, and indeed the entire
field, into a nice, neat, easy-to-digest conclusion. Unfortunately, as these essays
show, Western history offers no easy answers. While a few of the essays hint at
using such radical tools as literary criticism and transnational ism to complicate our
notions of the west, almost all of the authors, with the exceptions of Johnson and
Gutierrez, avoid such a bold approach.
Nevertheless, this collection is an essential component of the field and points
to all the exciting work that has been generated in the last decade. The collection
may fuel future debates that will continue to transform historical interpretations of
the American West well into the twenty-first century.
Maria E. Montoya
University of Michigan

When the Land Was Young: Reflections on American Archaeology. By Sharman
Apt Russell. (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,
Inc., 1996. xv + 230 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $23.00.)
Russell's reflections cover archaeology across the United States, from Washington state to Florida; the Southwest, where she lives, is clearly her favorite area.
This is a large topic on which to reflect, but Russell does so in 202 pages. Of
necessity, her focus is specific; she is mainly interested in how archaeology relates
to the present.
The book touches lightly on different approaches, theories, and discoveries.
Her interest, however, lies in arguments of a more cultural and political nature.
How do women figure in archaeology-in the record and in the discipline? How is
archaeology changing? How do archaeologists work with Native Americans whose
past they investigate? In examining these current affairs, Russell has interviewed
archaeologists extensively and the excerpts from these interviews form dialogue.
The tone is conversational and journalistic, rather than in-depth. Russell's
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inclusion of the discussions enhance the descriptions, information, and intuitive
ideas. The book will appeal to the general reader, especially one interested in Southwestern archaeology, who does not want or need all the details of the excavations.
The problems with the book lie in its very nature; it cannot do more than
glance at anyone issue. The notion that archaeology has a strong relationship to
the land, though different from that of Native Americans, is suggested too subtly to
make this distinction clear. For example, the Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) is a topic that warrants closer examination. No
mention is made of disputes between the Hopi and Navajo, though they relate to
current archaeology. However, Russell clearly has an affinity for archaeology and
an interest in evenhandedly presenting current discussions.
Willow Roberts Powers
University ofNew Mexico

News of the Plains and Rockies, 1803-1865. Vol. 1. Edited by David A. White.
(Spokane, Washington: The Arthur H. Clark Company, 1996. 456 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables, appendixes. $45.00.)
This, the first volume in a projected eight-volume series, represents an ambitious undertaking. Not since Ruben Gold Thwaites' Early Western Travels (19041907), has a documentary series attempted such an assembly of similar material.
Indeed, editor David A. White and publisher Arthur H. Clark perceive this series as
an extension ofThwaites's compilation of documentary sources from the early West.
Both editor and publisher are to be commended for their contribution. Handsome,
easy-to-use, and admirably appointed, this series will be richly rewarding to scholar,
researcher, and collector alike.
In all, 168 narratives-"rare news reports of pioneers who epitomized the Western spirit"-are projected for the series (p. 7). This volume offers twenty-four of
their reports. All are, or will be, drawn from Henry R. Wagner and Charles L.
Camp's critical bibliography of exploration, adventure, and travel in the American
West from 1800 to 1865. That one-volume work, titled The Plains and the Rockies
was published in 1953 and expanded in the fourth edition by Robert H. Becker in
1982. Separate appendixes in White's volume list, alphabetically and by number,
all 712 Wagner-Campbell-Becker items.
Editor White made his selections, representing in all about one-fourth of the
entire Wagner-Camp-Becker list, based on availability of original copies or worthy reprints for facsimile reproduction, and on brevity (twenty-three pages or less).
As he notes in his introduction, the chief merit of this new compilation is to "bring
to light shorter contributions that focus mainly on first-hand observation and fact"
(p. 9). Narratives are organized "roughly by what drew [their authors] from their
homes" (p. 7); that is, they are grouped as explorers, fur hunters, traders, missionaries, Mormons, Indian agents, captives and warriors, scientists and artists, gold
seekers, railroaders, and mailmen. Some items are first-time reprints of rare or
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unigue originals, and all are relevant to what the author says was the kind of material that "shaped the views of the American people about the West from 1803 to
1865" (p. 7).
Volume I offers a series introduction that explains the type of material to be
found in Wagner-Campbell-Becker, the criteria for selection, and selected references. There are two sections: Section A, "Early Explorers, 1803-1812," with six
narratives; and Section B, "Fur Hunters, 1813-1847," with eighteen entries. Each
of these has a brief introduction to provide historical context and provenance. Individual selections get brief introductions as well that note the narrative's significance, the author's biography and importance, itinerary of the author's travels,
highlights of the narrative's contents, its legacy, and pertinent references.
Section A concentrates on expeditions sponsored by Thomas Jefferson, but
also includes John Sibley's "Letter from Louisiana" of 1803 and his son George C.
Sibley's "Journal to the Pawnee and Kansas Villages" of 1812. Section B blends
well-known narratives with obscure sources reprinted from newspapers, government documents, and one magazine. Beginning with Wilson Price Hunt and Robert
Stuart's report to Niles' Weekly Register on their round-trip crossing of the West
between 1810 and 1813, Section B offers narratives by or about, among others,
Thomas Hart Benton, Hugh Glass, Daniel T. Potts, Jedediah Smith, Robert Isaacs,
Robert Campbell, and James Kirker.
White, a retired petroleum geologist, provides valuable maps showing locations and routes of authors as well as tables of travel times. Also reproduced are
facsimiles of document title pages. An alphabetical listing of the authors and a
guide to future volumes rounds out the volume. A cumulative index is planned for
Volume 8. Printed on heavy stock with 'readable-sized type and handsome in its
high-quality library binding, this.series is distinctive in its production as well as in
its contents.
Charles E. Rankin
Montana Historical Society, Helena

Spanish New Mexico: The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection. Edited by
Donna Pierce and Marta Weigle. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press,
1996. 320 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, notes, index.)
Spanish New Mexico: The Spanish Colonial Arts Society Collection is one of
the Museum of New Mexico Press' most impressive productions in a long time.
This double volume slipcover edition is not only a handsome tribute to the Spanish
Colonial Arts Society's collection but also a wonderful travelogue into the society's
origins. The scholarly work of Donna Pierce, Marta Weigle, and others is not only
readable but also thoroughly enjoyable. Jack Parsons' photographs and William
Field's design tempt the reader to overlook the text, but it is the writing that adds
richness and wonder to this historical journey into the artesania of New Mexico's
early colonial artists and craftsmen.
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But this is not a nostalgic peek into the past. The vitality of contemporary
Santeros, weavers, tinsmiths, and other artisans is also examined. From the delicacy of filigree jewelry to the most common of utilitarian objects, the Society's
collections are indeed an American legacy carefully collected so that future generations can enjoy the marvel of a colonial people struggling to survive in the harshest of environments. How many of us have experienced the intricacy of a tortoise
shell comb or filigree jewelry? How many of us have experienced a magnificent
reliquary locket made of silver, ivory, and glass from the eighteenth century?
What this marvelous book-allows us is a rare look into our artistic beginnings
in New Mexico. Turning the pages of this book is like taking one of those marvelous guided tours offered at the Prado or at the Louvre. At our fingertips unfolds the
vibrancy of our artistic patrimony with its indelible connections to Mexico, Spain,
and our own vision and adaptation of artistic impression.
This is one of those few works I rarely tire of. It is a must for all libraries and
universities in the West and for art libraries and collections in both this country
and abroad. Most important, this two-volume set belongs in every Hispano' s home.
It is said by our viejitos that art, hecho por nuestras manos, is the best of our
culture. Indeed, this book-almost an encyclopedia-proves it.
There is little doubt as an archivist and librarian that this work will become a
collector's choice. As a Santero there is little doubt that this work is a very important contribution to the artistic sensitivites of our ancestors. This book is highly
recommended to anyone who loves New Mexico and its artistic patrimony.
Orlando Romero
Fray Angelico Chavez History Library

Lady's Choice: Ethel Waxham 's Journals & Letters, 1905-1910. Compiled and
edited by Barbara Love and Frances Love Froidevaux. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1993. xix + 394 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.)
First published in 1993, the University of New Mexico Press issued the paperback version of Lady's Choice in 1997, making this remarkable collection even
more accessible to both a general and scholarly readership.
Born in Rockford, Illinois in 1882, Ethel Waxham was educated in the public
schools of Chicago, Albuquerque, and Denver. The family eventually settled in
Denver with hopes that her mother's ill health would improve. Her father became a
prominent physician, working with St. Joseph's Hospital and the University of
Colorado Medical School. Her mother died in 1898, an event that was to appear as
the subject of Ethel's poetry in later years (examples of which appear here). She
began her rigorous academic career at Wellesley College and took a one-year teaching job near Hailey, Wyoming after graduating. Her experiences there profoundly
affected her life over the course of the next four years.
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Organized chronologically, and with discreet but informative editorial commentary, the first four chapters deal with Waxham's experiences in Wyoming, documented primarily through journal entries. As a writer, she was remarkably vivid,
filling her pages with descriptions of events and people that often left me laughing
out loud, as in the following passage: "Somehow the talk turned to baths. Bruce
takes one once or twice a year at the warm spring below. 'The diitiest man was
"Dirty Bill" Collins. He never took a bath in his life. [l]t was that that killed him.
He took one at last and began to die right away'" (p. 61). It was during her time in
Wyoming that Waxham met her future husband, rancher John G. Love, who courted
her by mail for over four years. She finally married him in 1910.
Chapters 5 through II feature her story through correspondence with John
and with college friends and people she had met in Wyoming. The letters she exchanged with her future husband are remarkable not only in their documentation of
the growing affection between the two, but also in the support that John voiced to
her as she furthered her education (M.A. from the University of Colorado at Boulder) and continued her teaching career, though she eventually grew disillusioned
with its low pay and long hours.
I concur with Charles Rankin's introductory remarks that her story is "out of
step with current historical studies." It does deal with "an urbane, upper middleclass, well-educated white woman," and "the compilation's focus is not ethnicity
and the under-class" (p. xiii). Nevertheless, her story sheds light on a western
juxtaposition: the conditions settlers faced in remote areas (Hailey, Wyoming) and
the continuing urbanization of other western regions (Colorado's Front Range).
The value of this volume lies also in the fact that Waxham generated a remarkable
amount of material that survived over the years. In addition, she was a wonderful
writer who told a top-notch story and made certain to provide lively descriptions
of the things and people she came across during the five years documented here. I
commend the Loves not only for maintaining this collection as they have done, but
also for presenting this exceptional voice to a wider readership.
Evelyn A. Schlatter
University of New Mexico

Army Wives on the American Frontier: Living by the Bugles. By Anne Bruner
Eales. (Boulder, Colorado: Johnson Books, 1996. xiii + 210 pp. Illustrations,
map, notes, bibliography, index. $16.95 paper.)

The story of nineteenth-century Army officers' wives' experiences in the posh
Civil War is, by now, a familiar one. Blurbs on the book's back cover notwithstanding, Eales' work does not address "a subject that previous scholars have ignored." Twenty years ago, Patricia Stallard s'parked scholarly interest in Army
dependents with her revised Master's thesis, "Glittering Misery." Since then, Edward Coffman, Sandra Myres, Shirley Leckie, Glenda Riley, and myself have all
turned our attentions to Army officers' wives, exploring various aspects of their
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lives or their representations of their lives. Anne Eales' work, also a revised Master's
thesis, offers a nicely written, relatively light account of the subject. Alas, it offers
no new insight into our understanding of these women. Furthermore, some will
find her fundamental thesis-that western experiences changed these women in
most profound ways-unconvincing. Eales argues that no longer dependent, "social appendages" to their husbands, army wives emerged from their "frontier" experience as independent and self-reliant. Such assertions require evidence that,
unfortunately, is largely missing from the book.
Eales follows her predecessors' basic organization of material, beginning with
the officers' wives' accounts of their journeys westward, elaborating on the hardships they often encountered at isolated posts, and investigating the social dynamics of garrison existence. The author relies primarily upon the wives' published
memoirs, letters, and diaries. She reinforces others' conclusions about the caste
system of Army life and Army people's basic ambivalence about Indians and the
Indian wars. Interestingly, she does not credit other scholars' interpretations but
rather uses their works as "sources" for examples. Her primary contribution is adding fresh examples from "new" sources discovered and published in the last several
years. She has also found some wonderful heretofore unpublished photographs.
This book will prove most useful to students and the general reader who may,
in turn, be sufficiently inspired to read the officers' wives' original texts as well as
the many substantive works scholars have produced on this subject.
Sherry L. Smith
University of Texas, El Paso

Dreams of Development: Colombia's National School of Mines and Its Engineers. 1887-1970. By Pamela S. Murray. (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama
Press, 1997. xiv + 154 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 paper.)

Pamela S. Murray's study is a microhistory that explores the role and motivation of Antioqueiio elites in the development of Colombia's National School of
Mines (Escuela Nacional de Minas). Murray's investigation relies closely on secondary sources, and the records and recollections of Escuela officials and students.
Her goal is to explain the political, technical, and academic contributions made by
Escuela alumni between 1887 and 1970. The six substantive chapters describe the
cultural, political, and educational factors that determined or undermined the training of competitive engineers for national service.
Murray's first two chapters outline the efforts of one Antioquefio family to
establish a regional engineering school. She explains the criteria for early academic programs that experimented in practical curriculum offerings despite tremendous difficulties to secure and pay qualified faculty. Subsequently, distinguished
graduate students and future Escuela faculty completed engineering programs at
U.S. universities. They returned to teach future graduates who would direct and
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manage transportation, industrial development and economic planning.
The third and fourth chapters explore the annexation of the school (renamed
the Facultad Nacional de Minas) to the national education system. Murray discusses the nationalist project and the links between liberal constitutional reform,
curriculum change, and problems in funding higher education. The study, however, does not analyze the following: the effects of the 1948 formation of the state
oil company, Empresa Colombiana de Petr6leos (Ecopetrol), the need for trained
engineers, and Ecopetrol's successful control of Colombia's oil industry from 1959
to 1970. Moreover, what was the relationship of Facultad graduates and instructors
to Ecopetrol pol icies in the late 1960s7
A unique contribution of Murray's study introduces the significant shift in
Facultad policy to train female engineers following constitutional reforms in 1936.
She evaluates the experiences of the only four female graduates of the Facultad
between 1946 and 1965. Murray compares men's and women's efforts to find employment in private industry. Murray's observations open the door for future research on the recruitment, training, and contributions of female engineers to the
globalization of Latin American economies.
Murray concludes that despite efforts to modernize in the early 1960s, the
Facultad could not compete with private institutions and national universities. She
successfully identifies the scientific contributions of a few notable Facultad graduates and evaluates the curriculum adaptations and career opportunities of Colombian engineers not considered in recent social histories on Colombia.
Jayne Spencer
University o/California, Los Angeles

Wanted Dead or Alive: The American West in Popular Culture. Edited by Richard Aquila. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1996. x + 313 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliographies, index. $29.95.)
Frederick Jackson Turner in 1893 ascribed the American national character to
westward expansion and the frontier environment. Richard Aquila's recently published work Wanred Dead or Alive: The American West in Popular Culture effectively argues the modern national character to be a product of the West's image as
conveyed through fictional literature, motion picture, television, and song. Modern
forms of communication and entertainment have shifted character development from
the realm of experience to one of virtual experience.
Turner's overstatement of the frontier experience gave rise to the "mythic
West," an image reinforced and, more often than not, exaggerated through dime
novels, Hollywood films, country music, televisi~n programs, and corporate advertising campaigns. Wanted Dead or Alive traces the portrayal of this image in the
modern media and connects associated values to the nation's character and selfimage in the twentieth century. Aquila and his contributors contend Americans
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have increasingly felt constrained and without individual identity as a result of
industrialization, urbanization, corporate social structures and global affairs. The
popularity of the "mythic West" in American culture is a direct response to the
enclosing nature of contemporary society. Individuality, self-reliance, opportunity, freedom, justice, and equality are the values Americans fear lost; Wyatt Earp
and Sky King, Johnny Cash and Clint Black, Zane Gray and Owen Wister have all
provided Americans with a refuge where simplicity and frontier values reign.
Popular images of the "mythic West" are a reflection of the temperament and
experiences of their transmitters and receivers that have ingrained those images
into the national character. That the image of the West in modern society has seldom borne any resemblance to frontier realities matters little-image is everything.
It has defined who we are as individuals, as a people, and as a nation.
The ten articles combined in this single volume, each penned by specialists in
their respective fields, clearly demonstrate the imprint of the "mythic West" on
popular culture over the past 100 years and its convergence with issues both social
and political. Aquila confesses that his work remains incomplete. Children's comics and toys, Broadway plays, and clothing fashions are fields which should also be
examined to complete the study. The failure to include these topics is the book's
single weakness.
Kenneth William Townsend
Coastal Carolina University

Few and Far Between: Moments in the North American Desert. By John Martin Campbell. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 1997. xiii + 161 pp.
Illustrations, map, bibliography. $40.00 cloth, $29.95 paper.)

I have always known that my way of teaching the history of the Southwest was
somewhat different from the linear, political account in which my Borderlands colleagues specialize. But the Southwest cannot be understood without relating the
people to the desert. The history of Native Americans, Spaniards, Mexicans, and
Anglo Americans in this area have been so greatly affected by aridity that it is
almost impossible to comprehend their story without understanding the desert. John
Martin Campbell's book allows students to see the impact of the landscape on history.
Few and Far Between is a photographic study of the four deserts of North
America: Chihuahuan, Sonoran, Great Basin, and Mojave. Although tenuously
linked from eastern Washington to Zacatecas, Mexico and from California to west
Texas, the four deserts are quite distinct. What Campbell attempts to show us through
his magnificent black-and-white photographs is the connection between the natural history of these areas and the survival methods of the first Americans who lived
here. An anthropologist, Campbell allows the lens of his camera to open up some
of the significant lessons of his academic experience.
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Campbell notes in the first section that the deserts of the world have been
growing, both from natural causes and human meddling. In the U. S., poor land
management and short-term water use policies have encouraged this trend. But the
main reason for desertification in the American West is the presence of the Sierra
Nevada and Cascade's which block the interior from water-laden air moving eastward.
In the second section, "The Face of the Desert," Campbell chronicles the role
of wind, soils, and temperature. In the final section, Campbell discusses the people
who entered this world in prehistoric times and identifies the plants used for sustenance. He notes the problems desert people had ma~ntaining enough animal protein
in their diets. Some bands herded "millions of grasshoppers into subterranean traps,
and harvest[ed] the larvae of a certain fly" (p. 122). The Hopi Indians and the
Anasazi have lived in a landscape that has changed little in the last 1000 years.
Similarly, the Hohokam achieved equal success in the Sonoran Desert with their
many miles of irrigation ditches.
Completing this book will leave readers wanting more. As with any artist,
Campbell focuses on certain aspects of the subject: the natural history and the aboriginal connection to the land. He wants us to appreciate the continuation of life
in a landscape that many see as totally barren of meaning and variety. One can
hope that he wil(C!o a second volume.
Daniel Tyler
Colorado State University

A Frontier Army Christmas. Edited by Loria A. Cox-Paul and Dr. James W.
Wengert. (Lincoln: Nebraska State Historical Society, 1996. xii + 136 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.)
According to recent trends in film and television, the Indian-fighting army of
1865-90 consisted of barbarians who preyed mercilessly on helpless Native Americans. Such a vicious stereotype is no more true than the anti-Indian images popularized by the mass media earlier in this century. These politically correct times cry
out for publications that will reacquaint the public with the softer side of the frontier military, a unique American community whose members were no better appreciated in their own day than in ours.
Such a book is A Frontier Army ChrJstmas, a collection of eyewitness accounts describing how frontier soldiers and their families marked Victorian
America's favorite holiday. The editors have grouped a series of short, lively passages in chapters that deal with Christmas observances in garrison and field: holiday food, drink, decorations, gifts, rituals, entertainments, and efforts to include
local Indians in the festivities. There is also an appendix featuring three Christmas
tales, including one about a clever practical joke that Buffalo Bill Cody played on
his wife in 1869 at Fort McPherson.
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This book richly explores the ingenious ways Christmas was celebrated at isolated western posts from the 1850s to the 1890s. Many of the voices heard in these
pages should be familiar to students of the frontier military, but the editors also
tapped the letters, diaries, and memoirs of lesser-known soldiers and their dependents.
It is striking how little mention religion receives in most of the book's selections-powerful testimony to how quickly Christmas became a secular holiday in
American culture. Another recurring theme concerns the efforts made by most garrisons to ensure that all the children on post received presents, including those of
the lowliest enlisted men. Thu?, Christmas brought an unaccustomed taste of democracy to an institution renowned for its hidebound caste system.
Skillfully edited and annotated, A Frontier Army Christmas should appeal to
students of the West, women's history, and the American military.
Gregory J. W. Urwin
University of Central Arkansas

The Caddos, the Wichitas, and the United States, 1846-1901. By F. Todd Smith.
(College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1996. xvii + 190 pp. Illustrations, maps, table, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Both the Caddos and Wichitas bore old acquaintance with European invaders.
Coronado encountered Wichitas in 1541; DeSoto catalogued Caddos in 1542. The
actual occupation of their ancestral homelands by Europeans began in the late seventeenth century. After years of accommodating Spanish, French, and Texan influences, these two tribes had to confront the people and government of the United
States.
In this book, F. Todd Smith continues the analysis he began in The Caddo
Indians: Tribes at the Convergence of Empires, 1542-1854. In this sequel, Smith
provides a political history of encounters among Caddos, Wichitas, and the United
States.
Smith frames his presentation within the context of change and continuity,
examining how their adaptation to American demands was tempered by the persistence of Caddo and Wichita tribal cultures. Despite rigorous assaults on their identities over the past 150 years, these tribes retain their cultural distinctiveness today.
Smith tracks the ways both groups "took advantage of the shift in federal Indian
policy to reassert control over their own lives" (p. 154).
After introducing each of the two tribes in brief ethnohistorical sketches, the
author continues his analysis with an assessment of the Caddos' and Wichitas'
respective relations with the nation of Texas and a discussion of the Treaty of Council
Springs. Smith then turns to interactions with the United States; he is effective at
tracking the labyrinthine twists and turns of federal Indian policy.
Smith argues that "the ultimate goal of the reservation system" was to transform native people, as much as it was designed to protect them (p. 39). At that, he
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claims, the. federal government met only partial success. He also insists that the
record of relations among the Wichitas, Caddos, and the United States "demonstrates that land, rather than assimilation, was the true goal offederal Indian policy"
(p. xvi).
Vincent Vinikas
University ofArkansas at Little Rock

Explorers, Traders, and Slavers: Forging the Old Spanish Trail, 1678-1850.
By Joseph P. Sanchez. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1997. xi +
186 pp. Maps, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95.)
Author of The Rio Ahajo Frontier (1987), a beautiful book about the earliest
settlers of New Mexico, Joseph P. Sanchez has given us a related work on the
genesis of frontier New Mexico's trade link with California. The book synthesizes
dispersed data on how New Mexicans established a connected pathway to the Pacific. Sanchez' analysis also elevates the search for mythical Teguayo to the same
importance as Quivira and relates the colonial exploration of California to New
Mexico's dream. Because most of his material has been known to scholars for a
century, the author wisely avoids repeating the details of Spanish cartographic technique or the exploration of Dominguez and Escalante. But, where appropriate, he
presents some new data, notably an excellent translation of Antonio de Rivera's
1765 journals.
The New Mexico to California packmule trail was not continuously traveled
until the 1830s, giving rise to the old adage that it was neither "old" nor "Spanish."
Sanchez clearly shows the hope of a continuous route was voiced by Spanish
officialdom in the 1770s and every link worked out by 1821. The search by New
Mexicans for a market for their domestic products after independence from Spain
was the crucial impetus to make a continuous trail to California. Sanchez presents
many examples of frontier New Mexican travelers, many of them genizeros and
Indians. It was indeed a path for daring frontiersmen of the Rio Arriba, as well as
Anglo-European traders after 1821. Sadly, Indian slaves, usually women and children, were a major aspect of the trade.
Although eleven significant old maps illustrate the early chapters, this book
has no map of the "Old Spanish Trai1." The knowledgeable reader will wonder if
the author missed seeing Greg Crampton and Steven Madsden's In Search of the
Spanish Trail (1994). A single, clear, overall map of the trai I and its antecedents
would seem essential, and the publisher should be held accountable for its absence.
There are other essential works that the author may have used but are neither cited
nor noted in the book's bibliography. The most serious omission is the translation
and most complete annotation of the Rivera journals: a dissertation by Austin N.
Leiby, "Borderlands Pathfinders" (Northern Arizona University, 1985).
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These complaints aside, I recommend this well-written book to all general
readers interested in Hispanic New Mexico. It is clearly conceived with a high
level of scholarly analysis.
Andrew Wallace
Northern Arizona University

Book Notes

A Road We Do Not Know: A Novel of Custer at the Little Bighorn. By
Frederick J. Chiaventone. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
1998; 333 pp. Illustrations, maps. $15.95 paper.)
Two Lives for OPiate. By Miguel Encinias. (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1997. vi +230 pp. Map. $45.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)
America's Historic Trails. By J. Kingston Pierce. (San Francisco, California: KQED Brooks, 1997. x + 260 pp. Illustrations, maps, bibliography,
index. $19.95 paper.)
Hispanic New Mexican Pottery: Evidence of Craft Specialization, 17901890. By Charles M. Carrillo. (Albuquerque, New Mexico: LPD Press,
1997. xvii + 265 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $54.95 cloth, $39.95 paper.)
The Ranch: A Modern History of the North American Cattle Industry.
By Sherm Ewing. (Missoula, Montana: Mountain Press Publishing Co.,
1997. xiii + 373 pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $14.00
paper.)
Fur Trappers and Traders of the Far Southwest: Twenty Biographical
Sketches. Edited by LeRoy R. Hafen. (Logan: Utah State University Press,
1997. xxix + 305 pp. Illustrations, map, notes. $17.95 paper.) Reprint of
the 1965 edition with a new introduction by S. Matthew Despain.
Warpath and Cattle Trail. By Hubert E. Collins. (Niwot: University Press
of Colorado, 1998. xxiii + 296 pp. Illustrations. $34.95 cloth, $17.50 paper.) Reprint of the 1928 edition edited and with an introduction by William W. Savage, Jr. and James H. Lazalier.
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The Roy Bedichek Family Letters. Edited by Jane Gracy Bedichek.
(Denton: University of North Texas Press, 1998. xvii + 464 pp. Illustrations, charts, appendix, notes, index. $32.50.)
Paleo indian Geoarchaeology of the Southern High Plains. By Vance T.
Holliday. (Austin: University ofTexas Press, 1997. xx + 297 pp. Illustrations, maps, charts, tables, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, $24.95 paper.)
Community Organizing for Urban School Reform. By Dennis Shirley.
(Austin: University ofTexas, 1997. x + 338 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $35.00 cloth, $17.95 paper.)
The Southwest in American Literature and Art: The Rise of a Desert
Aesthetic. By David W. Teague. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press,
1997. x + 207 pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth,
$19.95 paper.)
Wovoka and the Ghost Dance. By Michael Hittman. Edited by Don Lynch.
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xii + 373 pp. Illustrations,
map, appendixes, notes, bibliography. $20.00 paper.)
Rough Rider: Buckey 0 'Neill ofArizona. By Dale L. Walker. (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xvi + 200 pp. Illustrations, map, bibliography, index. $12.95 paper.) Reprint of the 1975 edition with a new
preface by the author.
The Rivals: William Gwin, David Broderick, and the Birth of California. By Arthur Quinn. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. viii
+ 320 pp. Index. $16.00 paper.)
The Expedition of the Donner Party and its Tragic Fate. By Eliza P.
Donner Houghton. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997. xxxi +
375 pp. Illustrations, appendixes, index. $16.00 paper.)

News Notes

CALL FOR PAPERS. Submissions for the 11 th Navajo Studies Council will be
accepted until 1 May 1998. The conference will be held from 21-24 October
1999 at the new Navajo Nation Museum, Library, and Visitor's center in Window Rock, Arizona. For registration materials and other information, contact
Conference Secretary/ NNHPD-RoadslP.O. Box 6028/ Shiprock, NM 87420/
(50S) 368-1 067 /http:www.cia-g.com\~roadprog\navstudy.htm!.
The Seventh Albuquerque Book Fair will be held 3-4 April 1998 at
the University .of New Mexico's Continuing Education Center/ 1634
University Boulevard. This is New Mexico's oldest and largest antiquarian event, hosting approximately forty vendors. Admission will be
a $5.00 donation on Friday and a $2.00 donation on Saturday. For additional information or an admission disount coupon, please call Alan
Shalette/(SOS) 291-9653/AIShal@aol.com.
The Southern Association for Women Historians announces its publications prizes. The Julia Cherry Spruill Publication Prize of $750 is
awarded annually to the best published book in southern women's history. The Willie Lee Rose Publication Prize of $750 annually goes to
the best book in southern history authored by a woman (or women). To
be eligible, entries must be written in English. Anthologies, edited
works, and all other types of historical publications are eligible. Four
copies of each entry must be sent no later than 1 April 1998 to Spruill
Prize Entry or Rose Prize Entry/Southern Association for Women Historians/Agnes Scott College/141 E. College Avenue/Decatur, GA
30030-3797. The Southern Association for Women Historians also offers the A. Elizabeth Taylor Prize of $1 00 for the best article on a topic
of southern women's history published in a journal or anthology. Send
nominations and three copies of the article by 1 June 1998 to Professor
Carol Berkin/Department of History, Box Al610/Baruch College/17
Lexington Avenue/New York, NY 10010.
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The New Mexico Hispanic Cultural Center (NMHCC),. in collaboration with the University of New Mexico Oral History Program, is conducting a one-year study on the reasons so many New Mexico children
drop-out of high school. New Mexico has one of the highest dropout
rates in the nation. The project will collect videotapes, oral interviews
with many of the students who have left school. By documenting the
oral history interviews with audio and visual equipment, the project
hopes to gather material that will be used for publication and teacher
training. For more information, contact Carlos Vasquez at the Oral History Project/(505) 848-8134 or Michael Miller/(505) 246-2261 or by
fax/(505) 246-2613.
The Amon Carter Museum offers an exciting exhibition over the
next several months. Imagining the Open Range: Erwin E. Smith, Cowboy Photographer embraces the Texas cowboy heritage through rare
photographs from 1905 to 1912. Featuring almost 100 photos of Smith's
finest black-and- white photographs printed on warm-toned paper, this
exhibition captures the beauty and excitement of Smith's work as a photographer and his way of life as a Texas cowboy. Imagining the Open
Range opened during the Southwestern Exposition and Livestock Show
in Fort Worth on 24 January 1998 and will run through 10 May 1998.
The Forest History Society, Inc. announces that Robert B. Outland
III was chosen to receive the Theodore C. Blegan Award for best article in a journal other than Environmental History. His article, "Slavery, Work, and the Geography of the North Carolina Naval Stores Industry, " was published in the February 1996 issue of Journal of Southern History. Nancy Langston's book Forest Dreams, Forest Nightmare:
The Paradox of Old Growth in the Inland West won the Charles A.
Weyerhauser Award. Don Burdette won the John M. Collier Award for
forest history journalism for his four---'part article "The Southern Forests: A Legacy of Nations" that appeared in the Alabama Forestry
Commission's publication Alabama 's TREASURED Forests. Duke University doctoral student Erika Nystrom Sasser received the F. K.
Weyerhauser Forest History Fellowship. For more information contact
the Forest History Society, Inc.n01 Vickers Avenue/Durham, North
Carolina 27701/(919) 682-9319.
The Center for Southwest Research will award two $2,500 research
grants to applicants wishing to pursue research relating to New Mexico
land grants and land tenure, agriculture, ranching, mines, and mineral
resources within the Thomas D. Campbell collection. Criteria for the
Thomas D. Campbell Research Grant include suitablity of the research
topic to the Campbell records in the Center for Southwest Research at
the University of New Mexico; applicant's education qualifications, ex-
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perience, and record of research/publication; and the potential of the
proposed research to make a significant contribution to historical scholarship. Applicants should provide a cover letter, a" project proposal of
no more than two pages that indicates the grant period requested (i.e.
Summer 1998, Fall 1998, Spring 1999), a resume, and two letters of
reference. Letters and proposals must be postmarked by 15 April 1998
and sent to Kathlene Ferris/Manuscript Curator/Center for Southwest
Research/University of New Mexico General Library/Albuquerque, NM
871311(505)277-7172/e-mail kferris@unm.edu.

